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© 2016 Stu Bloom. All Rights Reserved.

The copyright of this ebook belongs to the author, who is solely responsible for its contents.

The copyright holder is licensing this under the Creative Commons Attribution-
Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 3.0 United States License.

To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/us/

This ebook is available as a free download – without email registration – by visiting  
www.ravefabricare.com/freestuff.

Some product and/or company names mentioned in this ebook may be trademarks of 
companies other than RAVE FabriCARE and are the sole property of their respective owners. 
Similarly, any photos or images used in this ebook remain the copyright of their respective 
owners.

No commercial use of this ebook is permitted and no changes of any kind may be made to its 
contents.

Other than that, please feel free to incorporate it into your website, talk about it on your blog, 
share it on social media, or email it to whoever you believe might be interested. Such as your 
bespoke tailor, custom shirt maker, professional clothier, personal shopper, friend, relative or 
business associate. Even your dry cleaner and your shirt laundry.

You also have an unlimited right to print multiple copies of this ebook and hand out copies to 
every well-dressed individual you encounter.

However, if you do decide to incorporate it into your website, talk about it on your blog, or 
share it on social media, please provide proper attribution to Stu Bloom and RAVE FabriCARE, 
accompanied by a link back to www.ravefabricare.com.
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Oh, by the way. If you share this ebook with your dry cleaner, please tell them that they 
may not plagiarize this copyrighted ebook or its contents for their own commercial use. Or 
make unsupported and unsupportable claims that they follow all the garment care protocols 
advocated in this ebook. Or even utter the phrase “We’re just as good as RAVE FabriCARE.”

And, if you do share this ebook with your dry cleaner, and your dry cleaner reacts negatively 
to the information in this ebook, please tell that no one’s forcing them to change the way 
they do things. And ask them to hold the vitriol and the name calling. I’m just not interested 
in their sensitivities.
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Why this ebook?

The year was 1988. At that time, I was working and living in New York City and had just 
picked up my favorite navy pin striped suit from a neighborhood cleaner offering “fine 
dry cleaning for the discerning”.

Prior to dropping off the suit, the fabric had a butter soft texture one would have 
expected from a wool woven by one of England’s finest mills. And the collar, lapels, 
shoulders and silhouette had that distinctive Savile Row tailored look.

Only now it had been reduced to a rag.

The fabric felt as stiff as cardboard. The suit exhibited shine, flap, button and seam 
impressions, wrinkled linings, a rippled collar and hard pressed lapels. And the chemical 
smell? Don’t even ask.

So began my quest to find a true quality cleaner.

The search proved relatively unsuccessful. And led to the realization that true quality 
at the vast majority of cleaners was non-existent. And that true quality at the so-
called “better cleaners” or self-styled “couture care specialists” – the one’s that dress 
up their product with logo-printed tissue and poly and with wood/chrome hangers – 
was still only slightly above average.

My failure to locate a true quality cleaner led me to pose the obvious question: why 
can’t cleaners produce a garment that’s cleaned, finished, inspected and packaged 
with extraordinary care?
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After extensive research my conclusions were quite simple:

• The dry cleaning business is riddled with compromises and shortcuts 
 
I discovered that the dry cleaning business is riddled with shortcuts and 
compromises – at every step of the cleaning, finishing,inspecting and packaging 
process. And that, over the years, clients have come to accept these shortcuts and 
compromises as “just the way cleaners do things”. 
 
And the reason? 
 
A lack of consumer awareness about the difference between true quality cleaning ® 
and “bang and hang” or ordinary cleaning ®. 
 
Most consumers have never seen, felt or smelled a garments that’s been cleaned, 
finished, inspected and packaged with extraordinary care. They don’t have any 
yardsticks against which they can judge the quality of the product they receive. 
They don’t know what questions to ask. And they don’t know how to assess the 
“truthfulness” of the responses they receive.

• Cleaners hate catering to personal preferences

I determined that, apart from soliciting your preference for “starch or no starch, 
on hangers or folded”, cleaners hate catering to the many personal (and, yes, 
sometimes idiosyncratic) preferences of their clients. 
 
And the reason? 
 
Personal preferences interfere with their standard operating procedures and 
their in-by-9:00-and-out-by-5:00, picked-on-day-1-and- delivered-on-day-3 
production orientation. 
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In the dry cleaning business, there’s simply no such thing as catering to personal 
preferences when the entire operation is run like a production line in a chicken 
processing plant.

This is a self-evident truth notwithstanding cleaners’ claims to the contrary.

• Cleaners are focused on fast turnaround and low production costs

I figured that the decision to take these shortcuts, make these compromises and 
ignore the personal preferences of clients is driven by two factors: the focus on 
faster turnaround time and lowering production costs.

And the reason?

The vast majority of cleaners compete on turnaround speed and/or price. Not on 
the quality of their work product.

In the dry cleaning business, there’s simply no such thing as “Top Quality Work 
Ready The  Next Day”, “Top Quality Work Delivered In Three Days”, “Top Quality Work 
At A Competitive Price” or “Top Quality Work At Half To A Quarter The Price Of A 
True Quality Cleaner”.

This is a self-evident truth notwithstanding cleaners’ claims to the contrary.

• Turnaround speed and low production costs are incompatible with true 
quality

I concluded that, in the dry cleaning business, the focus on faster turnaround and 
lowering production costs is incompatible with producing a true quality garment.

And the reason?
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True quality requires the application of time and an investment in skills and 
specialized procedures, processes, equipment and fabricare facilities. Not the 
contraction of time and the extraction of cost at every opportunity.

In the dry cleaning business, there’s simply no such thing as compromising your way 
to true quality.
            
This is a self-evident truth notwithstanding cleaners’ claims to the contrary.

And so it was that an idea - and a company - was born. 

When you start something, you dare to believe it can work. What you can’t understand 
or predict is just how it’s all going to happen, who’s going to help you, and the level of 
effort and perseverance that will be required.

As with most business endeavors the early years were characterized by trial and error.

It’s hard to be different. To buck the industry status quo.

We could have played it safe. We could of ignored what’s best for our client’s fine 
garments, household textiles and accessories and followed the “industry rules”  and 
“industry standards” set by ordinary dry cleaners.

In other words, we could have opted for ordinary.

Nonetheless the vision inspired us, and, most importantly, attracted like minded 
artisans and craftspeople who saw something noble and rewarding in a simple, yet 
profound idea:

No compromises. No shortcuts. Just extraordinary care for fine garments, household 
textiles and accessories.
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You may disagree with me

Most readers of this ebook would probably agree with the notion that proper garment 
care –  or, better still, extraordinary garment care – is integral to maintaining the look, 
feel and smell of your fine garments, and, as a direct consequence, preserving the life 
of those fine garments.

Yet, opinions vary across the board as to what constitutes extraordinary garment 
care. More specifically, many view dry cleaners with a disdain that’s typically reserved 
for used car salesmen. And justifiably so. That’s because these opinions are often 
based on personal experiences with dry cleaners and on the advice of trusted tailors 
who have, too often, witnessed the destructive nature of ordinary, bang and hang dry 
cleaning first hand.

This ebook is, in the main, a personal view of professional dry cleaning based on the 
processes and craftsmanship I have employed and refined for the past 25 plus years. 
It’s a point of view that is, for the most part, contrary to conventional industry wisdom.

And because it’s a personal view, only you – and you alone –  can assess the 
information contained in this ebook by relating that information to your own 
experiences, objectives, financial resources and other circumstances.
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What’s in it for you?

This ebook is my attempt to...

• provide you with information you might find useful in guiding your thinking 
and consequent actions on the best approach to keeping your fine garments 
looking, feeling and smelling great over the long term. 

• define true quality cleaning®.

• provide you with a yardstick against which you can measure the efforts of your 
dry cleaner.

• tip the “informational balance of power” in your favor relative to your dry 
cleaner.

• arm you with the ammunition you’ll need to discuss the care of your garments 
with your dry cleaner on relatively equal terms.

• convince you to consider modifying or even reversing your opinion about some 
dry cleaners.

Should you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me.

Stu Bloom
 
rave fabricare master cleaners 
www.ravefabricare.com 
comments@ravefabricare.com
questions@ravefabricare.com

http://www.ravefabricare.com/
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“It’s hard to be different. To buck the industry status quo.

We could have played it safe. We could of  ignored what’s
best for our client’s fine garments, household textiles and
accessories and followed the “industry rules” and
“industry standards” set by ordinary dry cleaners.

In other words, we could have opted for ordinary.

Nonetheless the vision inspired us, and, most importantly,
attracted like minded artisans and craftspeople who saw
something noble and rewarding in a simple, yet profound idea:

No compromises. No shortcuts. Just extraordinary care for
fine garments, household textiles and accessories.”

“
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INTRODUCTION
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The more things change, the more they stay the same

Writing in the Western Cleaner & Launderer, Kenny Slatten, dry cleaning columnist 
and consultant, had this to say about dry cleaners: “We think we do good work. But 
a shockingly high number in our ranks simply don’t have a clue what professional 
garment care is all about” (italics added).

I suspect that Slatten was being charitable when he lambasted dry cleaners back in 
January 2001. Unfortunately, what was true over 15 years ago is even more valid today.

Everett Childers, dry cleaning author, columnist and consultant, echoed this same 
sentiment in a June 2012 article in the Cleaner & Launderer. Although the primary 
focus of the article was on improving “customer service”, Childers had this advice 
for dry cleaners: all the customer service in the world is worthless if the quality of the 
product is poor to mediocre.

Specifically, he pleaded with dry cleaners to stop “pretending that we are doing a 
wonderful job of everything we do,” and to start “concentrating on the technical side of 
textile cleaning and striving to put out the best cleaning that is possible.”

Most pointedly, he added the following piece of advice: “When we get really excellent at 
removing stains and cleaning, then, and only then, should we concentrate on marketing 
and profitability” (italics added).
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Of course, this cluelessness and lack of technical skills isn’t confined solely to the USA.

Consider this study published in November 2011 by Which?, the UK equivalent of 
Consumer Reports. In a test of 48 dry cleaners in England, Scotland, Wales and 
Northern Ireland, Which? stained 48 identical wool women’s jackets with cream, red 
wine and vinaigrette.

And the results? Only 4 out of 48 dry cleaners returned those garments in spotless 
condition without stretching, shrinking or otherwise damaging the garments. That’s an 
astonishing 92% failure rate!

Truth is, any dry cleaner can “clean and press” a garment. This bang and hang service is 
available at over 26,000 cleaners throughout North America, where, typically, they’re in 
by 9:00, out by 5:00; picked up on day 1, delivered on day 3.

An ordinary cleaner’s processes

And the processes followed by these ordinary cleaners?

Sort all garments into 2 categories: those to be wet cleaned or washed (primarily 
cottons, linens and polyesters) and those to be dry cleaned (primarily all other fabrics 
such as wools, silks and rayons).

Send the cottons, linens and polyesters to the washer. Sort into lights and darks. Wash, 
tumble dry and send to pressing (and, yes, I do mean pressing).

Send all other fabrics to the dry cleaning machine. Sort into lights and darks. 
Load the dry cleaning machine. Stuff the machine to maximum capacity. Push the 
Houdini button (that’s the magic green button imprinted with the word START) while 
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simultaneously reciting the dry cleaner’s prayer: please make the stains disappear, 
please don’t fade or bleed the dyes, please don’t snag, scuff or pill the fabrics, please 
don’t chip, crack, scratch or break any buttons and/or hardware, please don’t melt, 
deluster or otherwise damage any trims or embellishments, please don’t shrink the 
garments, and please don’t produce the garments with unacceptable odors.

Go machine press (and I do mean press) some slacks, trousers, blouses shirts, blazers, 
sport coats, coats, sweaters and ties while waiting for the dry cleaning machine to 
complete the clean, extract and dry cycle. And don’t forget to reduce the clean cycle time 
to a minimum, increase the extract cycle RPMs to the maximum, and increase the dry 
cycle temperature to extra hot. Then wait for the buzzer indicating that the job’s done.

And when you hear the buzzer, stop pressing. Go back to the dry cleaning machine and 
unload. Hang all the garments to be pressed.

Steam each slacks or trousers on a topper (a vertical machine that allows the slacks 
or trouser to be secured in place at the waistband and steamed from the inside 
out). Remove the slacks or trousers from the topper and machine press the slacks or 
trousers press for 2 to 3 minutes.

If a stain is found during the course of pressing, think about returning the garment to 
the “dry cleaning technician” (aka machine loader and unloader) for stain removal. Or 
just forget about the dry cleaning machine operator. Right now, he’s too busy pressing 
slacks and trousers. And anyway, he also doubles as the “dry cleaner”. So what’s the 
possibility that he’s going to reject his own work? It’s the equivalent of the fox guarding 
the hen house. So just move all slacks and trousers down the line to the inspector, if 
any, for one of those sorry-we-tried-but-we-couldn’t tags.

Steam each non-slacks/trouser garment on a suzie (a mannequin-like machine 
that steams and then blows dry air into the garment from the inside out). Remove 
the garment from the suzie and machine press on a lay-down utility press for 2 or 3 
minutes. If a stain is found during the course of pressing, forget about the dry cleaning 
machine operator (he’s too busy pressing slacks and trousers right now) and push it 
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down the line to the inspector. After all, as a presser you’re being paid by the piece, 
and if you returned it to the dry cleaning machine operator, your productivity stats 
(primarily pieces pressed per hour) – and consequently your pay – will be negatively 
impacted and you may end up jobless.

After pressing, inspect the garments (if there’s time and if you feel like it). And if you 
find something “wrong” with the cleaning and/or pressing, just look the other way. After 
all, you don’t want to incur the wrath of either the “dry cleaner”, the presser or both. You 
know the consequences of that action: at the blink of an eye, they’ll be in the manager’s 
office with an ultimatum: “It’s either us or the inspector. Make up your mind.”

So go ahead and assemble each order once all the pieces in the order have been 
completed. And if a piece is missing go find it. Now. The garment must go out 
irrespective of the condition. After all, you’ve got to uphold the ordinary dry cleaners’ 
religious commitment to customer service: “it’s ready, it’s right, it’s exceptional.” Finally, 
stuff multiple garments into a single poly bag and cram onto a conveyor or holding rack.

Wait for customer applause and kudos on Yelp and Google. Repeat the following day.
Oversimplified? Possibly. But not by much. Complete? Almost. Sorry, I left out the part 
where the manager screams “Hurry up, get ‘em out, that’s good enough, that’s too 
much time on that garment, stop...they’re paying for our basic silver service not our 
premium gold service, clock out already.”

Of course, no ordinary cleaner would admit to this. Every ordinary cleaner will swear – 
on a stack of Joseph A. Bank shirts and Men’s Wearhouse suits – that they’re a true 
quality cleaner. They’ll even look you in the eye and tell you “We’d never do that at Tip 
Top Professional Fine Quality Cleaners!”

Sure you would. You do that every single day. That’s your modus operandi. That’s the 
only way you can produce a garment at a price and in a time frame that’s competitive 
with other cleaners across the street or across town.

Now that you’ve got a sense of what really happens at ordinary cleaners, what results 
can you expect from ordinary cleaning?
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An ordinary cleaner’s results

Cleaning 
 
Let’s start with the cleaning.

Look for washed garments with oil-based stains. Dry cleaned garments with water-
based stains. Garments with perspiration odor.

Garments with colors that have bled into one another. Garments that look washed 
out and faded. Garments that are snagged, scuffed or pilled. Wools that have 
shrunken. Knits that are out of shape or have changed dimensions. Wools and other 
soft fabrics that have the texture of cardboard. Garments with chipped, cracked, 
scratched or missing buttons and/or hardware. Trims and other embellishments that 
have melted, de-lustered or otherwise been damaged.

Also, look for garments that smell of dry cleaning solvent as evidenced by chlorine 
smells (perchloroethylene), gasoline smells (synthetic petroleum) or chloroform 
smells (formaldehyde dibutyl acetal aka dimethoxymethane). And garments with 
other foreign odors (caused by an accumulation of oil-based substances such as 
food fats, body oils, creams and lotions in the dry cleaning solvent).

Pressing 
 
When it comes to pressing, look for all the obvious signs of steaming and machine 
pressing: crushed fabric nap; shine; seam, flap, cuff and button impressions; 
moire-like press pad impressions; double creases; knife sharp pleats and creases, 
puckered seams; wrinkled linings; rippled collars on blazers, sport coats and coats; 
lapels that are flat pressed or partially flat pressed; and lapels that are incorrectly 
rolled relative to the position of the front buttons.
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Inspection
 
Inspection (or rather the lack thereof) is next.

Look for poor cleaning and poor pressing (see above). And look for loose, missing, 
cracked, chipped or mismatched buttons and/or hardware; scuffed or scratched 
metal buttons and/or hardware; loose or missing snaps, hooks and eyes; open 
seams; loose or hanging hems; untacked cuffs; linings hanging below the hems; 
broken zippers; missing zipper pulls; and waistband impressions from the metal 
clips of hangers, from metal safety pins or from U-shaped plastic clips.

Packaging

In the area of packaging, the list is endless.

So it’s much easier to describe what you won’t see rather than what you will 
see: contoured hangers with wide shoulder supports; clip hangers with one 
inch wide, soft, non-impression forming clips; soft, white, acid free, non-printed 
tissue; sweater, coat, sport jacket, blazer, dress and gown storage bags made of 
breathable, non-woven fibers and chemically inert plastic; extra wide poly bags 
with a reasonable thickness (at least 0.8 mil).
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A true quality cleaner’s results

And now that you know the results that you can expect from ordinary dry cleaning, 
what results should you expect from a true quality cleaner?

• Garments that are exceptionally clean and free of both oil-based stains (such 
as body oil, creams, lotions, salad dressing, steak sauce, etc.) and water-based 
stains (such as perspiration, soda, juice, wine, etc.).

• Spectacularly bright whites and pastels. Colors that are rich and lustrous, 
without that “washed out”, faded look.

• Renewed, revitalized fabric textures that feel their softest, even on heavy cotton 
sweaters.

• Garments that are meticulously finished inside and out. By hand. Not by 
machine.

• Garments that are carefully inspected inside and out. From top to bottom.

• Garments that are individually packaged using materials that are technically 
aligned with and supportive of your garments over the short and long term.

• And, of course, absolutely no dry cleaning solvent or fragrance smell. Ever.

And how does a true quality cleaner produce those results? That’s the subject of the 
next section....

A true quality cleaner’s processes

Unfortunately for ordinary dry cleaners, fine garment care requires more than just a 
knowledge of loading and unloading a dry clean machine, and banging those garments 
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out on a press. And more than just an assembly-line cleaning and pressing operation 
where every garment is treated as interchangeable irrespective of brand and/or cost.

Based on this definition, I could teach any supermarket stock room employee to be a 
dry cleaner in a week. (Sorry, I take that back. In 2 or 3 days.)

And if you don’t believe that, consider this quote from a July 21, 2015 article in the 
American Drycleaner, the dry cleaning industry’s premier trade magazine:

“Inspect for stains before cleaning. It should go without 
saying that a cleaner’s task is to clean items, not just put them 
through a repetitive process. Even better, have the customer 
service representative (CSR) ask: “Are there any spots and 
stains that we need to be aware of?”. Then place spots and 
stains in a unique location for further consideration. But, if  
your CSR knows more about stain removal than your cleaner, 
well, you have a problem, and you should switch their jobs 
(italics added).”

A truly mind numbing statement from a columnist who should know (much) better! And 
a sad commentary on the state of fabricare in the USA.

With advise such as this, is it any wonder why dry cleaners are so mediocre?

Truth is, fine garment care requires an extensive knowledge of and commitment to 
the art and science of textiles and cleaning, a never-ending commitment to process 
improvement (no matter how marginal), a stubbornness to reject labor saving 
technologies that negatively impacts true quality, a sense of pride in one’s work, a 
passion for perfection (to the extent that perfection is achievable), the time necessary 
to “do the job right,” and most importantly, a personal philosophy that says that true 
quality has inherent meaning and value — for the cleaner, his employees and his clients.
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In this ebook, you’ll discover the real “secrets” of professional dry cleaning, with special 
emphasis on the processes necessary to produce the desired results: garments that 
look, feel and smell great. And that last much, much longer.

But, first, to better prepare you for understanding these processes, it’s important to 
keep 7 things in mind.....

1. There are no “secrets” or “secret processes” in garment care.
 
While knowledge, expertise, skill and time is critical to delivering true quality 
cleaning, there are no “secrets” or “secret processes” in garment care. And any 
cleaner who implies that there are should be viewed with a healthy dose of 
skepticism. And then challenged.

You see, cleaners hate disclosure. So they provide little or no information. Often 
citing “trade secrets” or “proprietary processes” as an excuse for not providing their 
clients with detailed information about the “ins” and “outs” and “hows” and “whys” 
of their processes.

Consider this description of their dry cleaning, pressing and inspection process 
from the website of one local cleaner:

Dry Cleaning
“You’d expect any place with “Cleaners” in their name to do a 
decent job in Dry Cleaning, wouldn’t you? If  we didn’t know 
better, so would we. We wouldn’t use a cleaner who doesn’t 
distill their cleaning solutions, hand inspect and hand spot-
clean each garment. You shouldn’t either.”

It’s equivalent to opening the quick start guide that comes with every new car 
today and finding that the guide consists of a single line: Insert the key in the 
ignition, turn the key, place the car in gear and depress the accelerator.
I’ve always been curious as to why so few cleaners are willing to disclose detailed 
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information about their processes. Either verbally, or better still, in writing.

I’d suggest that there’s only one reason: they simply don’t want you to know.

Because, if you did, you’d be better positioned to evaluate the relative quality of 
the product they say they deliver. You’d realize that their product doesn’t meet 
their verbal assurances, the hype in their glitzy promotional materials or the bluster 
of their public relations professionals. You’d figure out that their “exceptional”, 
“exquisite” and “award winning” cleaning — minus the fancy packaging — is no 
different from the “bang and hang” cleaning offered by any other average cleaner 
across the street or across town. And, you’d understand that you may not be 
getting the quality you thought you were paying for.

Fabricare specialists or true quality cleaners, on the other hand, have nothing to 
hide. Quite the contrary.

They believe that the more you understand about their processes the better. So 
they distribute ebooks, position papers and white papers. They provide content 
heavy websites. They conduct educational seminars for clients, retail store 
employees and custom clothiers. They invite you to tour their facility so that you 
can learn as much as possible — or as much as you ever want to know — about 
their processes. Before you turn over your fine garments to them.

2. Talk is cheap. Execution is time consuming and extremely difficult.
 
It’s been said that talk is cheap because the supply way exceeds the demand.

There’s a huge difference between a cleaner talking about the “ins” and “outs” and 
“hows” and “whys” of their processes and a cleaner actually executing all those 
detailed process tasks. Every day. On every garment they handle.

Sure, there are cleaners who claim to perform at a high level. After all, they swear 
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it’s so. Their public relations professionals reinforce that claim. And they repeat it in 
their promotional materials and on their websites. So it must be true!

Right? Wrong!

Dig a little deeper and you’ll probably find that their product – minus the fancy 
packaging – is probably just average. At best.

3. Educating the client and answering questions is the price paid for your 
custom.

If a fabricare specialist or true quality cleaner didn’t provide you with detailed 
information about their knowledge, expertise and skills, their stain removal, cleaning 
and restoration processes, or their specialized equipment, technologies and 
facilities, you’d have no reason to entrust your fine garments to them. Or to any 
other cleaner for that matter.

Detailed information about the “ins” and “outs” and “hows” and “whys” of a 
cleaner’s processes and craftsmanship is the service equivalent of the extended 
test drive. After all, you wouldn’t buy a new vehicle without first “kicking the tires” 
would you? So why would you entrust your fine garments to a cleaner without first 
asking the probing questions?

Truth is, detailed information about processes and craftsmanship is the exact 
opposite of the tired, meaningless cliches you’re accustomed to hearing from 
almost every cleaner: we meet or exceed the industry’s highest standards; we focus 
on the details; we provide great cleaning, fabulous service and quick turnaround; 
each and every day we work hard to earn compliments from our customers; we 
treat your everyday wear as if they were fine couture pieces; we give your garments 
the care that only we can provide; our packaging is the talk of the town. Etc. Etc.

You’ll also notice that, consistent with these meaningless platitudes, their 
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testimonials tend to focus on the friendliness of their staff and the broadness of 
their smiles. Not a whisper about their processes or craftsmanship.

It’s enough to make one throw up!

4. True quality is about the combination of hundreds of details.

There are over 26,000 cleaners in the USA. And every single one will tell you that 
they “focus on the details.”

Your intuition and experience should tell you that the vast majority of these claims 
are, at best, nothing more than puffery. So couple your intuition and experience 
with this thought: true quality cleaning is not about a few details. It’s about 
hundreds of details. And, specifically, it’s the combination of those hundreds of 
details (coupled with time) that produces true quality.

It’s the difference between a bespoke suit from Rubinacci and a knockoff from 
Shanghai Custom Tailors.

Here’s another key point: how can a cleaner ever claim that he “focuses on the 
details” when his entire operation is geared to same or next day service? How can 
a cleaner claim that he “focuses on the details” when your garments are in by 9:00 
and out by 5:00; or picked up on day 1 and delivered on day 3?

Go figure!

5. True quality can’t be delivered in a day or two (or even three).

Your cleaner tells you that they “meet or exceed the highest industry standards” 
(even if they have no idea what those standards are and they’re not in writing). That 
they “focus on the details” (even if they have no idea what those details are and 
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they’re not in writing). And that they have “detailed quality standards” (even if they 
can’t identify those standards and they’re not in writing).

Then they tell you that they routinely offer same and next day in-store service and 
3 day pickup and delivery service?

How do you spell CONTRADICTION?

A fabricare specialist or true quality cleaner doesn’t offer same or next day in-store 
service or 3 day pickup and delivery service. Not as a matter of routine. Not unless 
it’s an emergency and the client is well-known to them.

And here’s why.

Every major city has numerous “cleaners”. And almost every single one would be 
delighted to accommodate your request for same or next day service. And every 
single one who offers pickup and delivery service will be delighted to pickup your 
cleaning on day 1 and deliver on day 3. That’s because their entire modus operandi 
is geared to getting your garments into a machine, onto a press and into a bag. 
ASAP.

At ordinary cleaners, same or next day in-store service and 3 day pick up and 
delivery service is standard operating procedure.

Fact is, they’re so proud of their same or next day in-store service and their 3 day 
pickup and delivery service that they constantly promote it – right next to their 
claim that their “exceptional”, “exquisite” and “award winning” dry cleaning and shirt 
laundry service is a direct result of their “attention to detail”!

Truth is, you can’t have it both ways: true quality in garment care is simply not 
compatible with speed. Period. End of story. No ifs, ands or buts. (If you’re a dry 
cleaner and you disagree with this specific statement, please contact me. I’d love 
to hear how you’re able to produce a true quality product in a day or two. Please be 
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as specific as possible. I’m a slow learner!)

On the other hand, a fabricare specialist or true quality cleaner takes an entirely 
different approach to garment care. They focus all their resources on consistently 
producing the finest in garment care. There are no compromises. No shortcuts. No 
ordinary cleaning. No “bang and hang” work. No same or next day service work. No 
pickup-on-day-l-and-deliver-on-day 3 service work.

Fact is, same or next day in-store service and 3 day pickup and delivery service 
is the very antithesis of true quality cleaning. When you provide same or next day 
in- store service or 3 day pickup and delivery service, it really doesn’t matter if 
you think Attolini is a brand of microwave pizza, if you believe that Oxxford is a 
community college in California, if you’ve been told that Lagerfelt is a new micro 
beer, and if you’re convinced that Hermes is a contagious social disease.

In a hectic world of same day and next day in-store service and 3 day pickup and 
delivery service, you can take comfort in the fact that a fabricare specialist or true 
quality cleaner takes the time to do it right. Because when it comes to caring for 
your fine garments, faster isn’t better.

Never has been. Never will be.

6.  True quality is not inexpensive.

Fabricare specialists or true quality cleaners are not “value priced” or “competitively 
priced.” There are no volume discounts, coupons or specials. Their prices are set at 
a level which affords them the opportunity to concentrate solely on the quality of 
their work.

By contrast, the focus of the vast majority of ordinary cleaners can be summed up 
in two words: quantity and speed. Essentially, this means pushing more and more 
garments (quantity) faster and faster (speed) through their “production system.” 
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They’re in by 11:00 and out by 5:00; picked up on day 1 and delivered on day 3.

By the way, cleaners that glue or heat seal bar codes onto your fine garments as if 
they were uniform rental garments exhibit this production mentality.

At ordinary cleaners, production efficiency is the holy grail of their entire operation. 
Of course, no ordinary cleaner will admit to this. Every cleaner will tell you that they 
produce “top quality at a competitive price” or “exceptional quality at a fair price”. 
But given their consistently lower price structure, it’s clear that the long-term 
economic viability of their business depends on quantity and speed. Not on the 
quality of their work.

Which is fine if you’re manufacturing standardized widgets. But absolute heresy 
when you’ve been entrusted with the custom cleaning and hand finishing of a 
client’s fine garments.

You see, garment care at the bespoke, made-to-measure, designer, high-
fashion, specialty and couture level involves lots and lots of technically skilled 
labor. Coupled with expensive, specialized equipment. So if you encounter low to 
moderate prices at this level of garment care, you can be absolutely assured they’re 
cutting costs by cutting corners. In every facet of their operation – from cleaning 
and hand finishing to inspection and packaging.

When it comes to fine cleaning, it’s important to know WHAT YOU’RE PAYING.

But it’s even more important to know WHAT YOU’RE PAYING FOR – knowledge, 
expertise and skills; stain removal, cleaning and restoration processes; hand ironing; 
and specialized equipment, technologies and facilities.

At a fabricare specialist or true quality cleaner setting prices is the easy part. 
Consistently delivering on their commitment to extraordinary care – every item, 
every order – now that’s the complicated part. And that’s the difference between a 
fabricare specialist or true quality cleaner and an ordinary, bang and hang cleaner.
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7.  Myths, misrepresentations and distortions are common.

There are over 26,000 cleaners in the USA. And they all believe that they are above 
average and that they produce “top quality work”. Obviously, they can’t all be above 
average and very few can claim to produce “top quality work.”

But that doesn’t stop them from claiming that they are. So they’re forced to 
misrepresent and distort the information they provide to you about the quality of 
the product they produce in general, and the processes they employ to produce 
that product in particular.

Take dry cleaning for example. They claim that they:

• pre-spot every garment when in fact, they no-spot or post-spot.

• clean your garments in a gentle dry cleaning solvent or fluid when, in fact, it’s 
relatively aggressive and dye-stripping.

• don’t inject moisture, sizing or fragrance into their dry cleaning solvent, when, 
in fact, 80% of dry cleaners probably do.

• dry clean your cottons and linens as you requested when, in fact, they’re 
probably washed or wet cleaned.

• hand iron your garments when, in fact, they’re steamed out on a steamer, 
machine pressed and then “squirted” with steam from a hand iron in an 
attempt to conceal the evidence of machine pressing.

• conduct detailed inspections of your garments – inside and out, top to 
bottom – when, in fact, they just get a cursory look over (maybe, if you’re 
really lucky).
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• move your garments around their plant – gently by hand – when, in fact, 
they’re shuttled around on a roller-coaster-like automated system.

• utilize the finest packaging materials when, in fact, those materials – 
although they may look pretty – are not technically aligned with and 
supportive of your garments over the short or long term.

• operate an “environmentally friendly” dry clean operation when, in fact, 
they’re heavily regulated at the federal, state and local level.

The list is endless.

I could go on and on but I won’t. I’ll leave that up to you to discover by 
questioning your own cleaner.

Remember that fine garments are valuable assets as well as beautiful works of art. 
To keep those garments looking, feeling and smelling  great and lasting much, much 
longer, you’ll need to locate a skilled cleaner. And, to successfully do that, you’ll need to 
ask questions. Insist on straight, jargon-free answers. And invest some time assessing 
the “truthfulness” of those responses.

In this ebook, I’ll provide you with the necessary ammunition to do just that.

Ready to get started? Ready to OUTSMART the ordinary dry cleaners?

OK, let’s take a peek behind the curtain, and discover the real “secrets” of professional 
dry cleaning, or, as I like to call it, true quality cleaning.

Your image and fine garments will love you for that.
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“Every ordinary cleaner will swear that they’re a true quality cleaner.

They’ll even look you in the eye and tell you “We’d never do that at

Tip Top Professional Fine Quality Cleaners!”

Sure you would. You do that every single day. That’s your modus

operandi. That’s the only way you can produce a garment at a price

and in a time frame that’s competitive with other cleaners across

the street or across town”.“
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THE FUNDAMENTALS
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True quality garment care is all about process, craftsmanship and time. A skills, 
judgment and time-based process will yield great results; a bang and hang process will 
yield disastrous results. It’s just that simple...and just that complicated.

So let’s get down to the nitty gritty. What are the critical elements of a process that 
will produce an extraordinary dry cleaned garment?

I’d submit that there are at least 12 critical elements:

1. Garment preparation  
Identification, inspection and preparation for cleaning.

2. Professional stain removal 
Exceptional stain removal and garment restoration skills.

3.	 Gentle	dry	cleaning	fluid 
An odorless, dermatologically-friendly, fabric-gentle, non-dye stripping dry 
cleaning fluid that’s used by fewer than 3% of all cleaners.

4.	 Dry	cleaning	fluid	purity 
Crystal clear, freshly purified and freshly filtered dry cleaning fluid. As clear as 
bottled mountain spring water.

5. Superior dry cleaning chemistry 
Top-of-the-line dry cleaning fluid additives.
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6. Zero moisture 
No moisture added or injected into the dry cleaning machines. Ever.

7. Zero fragrance or perfume 
No fragrance or perfume additives. Ever.

8. Zero sizing 
Sizing according to your personal preference only.

9. Operational excellence 
Lighter loads, longer cleaning cycles and lower drying temperatures.

10.	 Meticulous	garment	finishing 
Old fashioned hand finishing craftsmanship. Inside and out. By hand, not by 
machine.

11. Personalized inspections 
Careful, thorough inspections. From top to bottom. From inside to outside.

12. Exquisite packaging 
Individual and elegant packaging.

Let’s review each of these 12 areas in a little more detail.....
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Garment Preparation
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Garments entering any dry cleaning facility must be uniquely identified so that 
ownership of every garment is clear. All cleaners do this in some fashion or another.

Hopefully, the identification method used is temporary and does not involve gluing or 
heat sealing a bar code onto any of your garments as if they were a uniform or a rental 
garment.

At the overwhelming majority of cleaners, your garments are now dispatched for 
“cleaning”.

What should happen, instead, is that every garment should be carefully reviewed – 
inside and out – for issues that are unique to that particular garment – given it’s age 
and condition.

While it’s not possible to compile a list of every possible issue that might be 
encountered, here are some of the more common issues that every cleaner should 
review – before a garment is transferred to the stain removal technician:
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Fabric issues

• Tears, rips and cuts in the outer fabric and lining

• Scuffing and pilling

• Pulls and snags

• Yarn slippage (distortion of the symmetry in the weave of the horizontal and 
vertical threads)

• Crushed fabric nap

• Deteriorating fiber strength

• Dry clean only garments that appear to have been washed or wet cleaned

• Faded colors (unless an integral part of the design)

• Knits that are misshapen

• Insect damage (such as moth larvae damage)

Pressing issues

• Shine

• Seam impressions

• Crushed fabric nap

• Moire-like press pad impressions

• Improper pressing of pleats, cuffs, ruffles, etc.
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Stains and color variation issues

• Common but more difficult stains such as various types of inks, old blood, etc.

• Unusual stains such as blood, urine, dye transfer from another garment, etc.

• Old yellow or brown caramelized sugar stains and oxidized oil stains

• Crocking (whitish streaks on darker colored fabrics)

• Dye bleed

• Color loss and/or sheen loss due to rubbing or wiping of the fabric using water, 
club soda, lemon juice, and other “miracle potions”

• Color loss due to chemical interaction with perspiration, deodorants and 
antiperspirants

• Color fading due to exposure to artificial or natural light
 

Hardware and trim issues

• Chipped, cracked or scratched buttons, logos, zipper pulls, and other hardware

• Missing buttons

• Missing or loose sequins, beads and other trims

• Discolored or de-lustered sequins, beads and other trims

This begs the question: what should your cleaner do about any of these issues?

• Should they remove all the buttons that could possibly chip, crack or scratch and 
replace them after cleaning and hand ironing?
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• Should they cover the buttons with foil or in some other manner? 

• Should they remove any trims or other embellishments and replace them after 
cleaning? 

• Should they design and attach custom-made, cushioned, protective covers for 
the trims and other embellishments and remove the covers after cleaning?

The answer to all these questions should be “yes”. Of course.

A special comment on corozo nut buttons on fine mens and ladies garments: Many 
high-end manufacturers, particularly the Italian brands, use corozo nut buttons on their 
jackets, blazer and trousers. Typically, these buttons have been custom dyed to match 
the color of the fabric swatch submitted by the manufacturer.

The problem is that these buttons chip and crack very easily – even when covered in 
foil – and should be removed before each cleaning and then replaced after cleaning 
and pressing.

Corozo nut buttons are, in many cases, irreplaceable. If any of your corozo nut buttons 
chip or crack, your dry cleaner may have to substitute a set of new buttons, probably 
plastic (unless you have your own set of spare buttons).

So the best approach is to tell your dry cleaner not to play russian roulette with your 
corozo nut buttons. Tell them to remove and replace them!

A true quality cleaner removes and replaces hundreds of such buttons every day. 
Which is probably the reason why your dry cleaner doesn’t remove and replace your 
Corozo nut buttons – as a matter of routine.
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Professional Stain Removal
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A true quality cleaner will perform extensive stain removal and cleaning procedures on 
every garment.

Their full-time, stain removal technicians bring decades of craftsmanship to your 
garments. Introducing a sophisticated understanding of delicate fabrics, sensitive dyes 
and unusual trims. Employing an array of specialty cleaning agents to battle even your 
toughest stains. And utilizing delicate dry cleaning, wet cleaning, hand washing and/or 
restoration techniques to protect and enhance your investment.

Even if that means taking the time to treat the same garment multiple times until the 
stain has been removed or minimized (some stains can never be completely removed, 
only minimized).

Contrast this to the vast majority of ordinary cleaners

• Where their “stain removal process” is skipped entirely.

• Where their “stain removal technician” merely loads and unloads a machine.

• Where they hope the stains will miraculously disappear based on a combination 
of the dry cleaning solvent (the more aggressive the solvent the better), the 
dry cleaning detergent (the cheaper the detergent the better), the addition or 
injection of moisture into the dry cleaning machine (a reckless undertaking), 
and the dry cleaning machine’s tumbling action (the greater the pounding the 
better).

• Where even simple stains receive one of those sorry-we-tried-but-we-couldn’t 
tags.

The problem is that hope is not an effective strategy for dealing with spots and stains. 
Technical skill and the allocation of appropriate time is. Unfortunately, technical skill 
and time is in short supply at ordinary cleaners.

True quality cleaners love the challenges presented to them by their clients – 
challenges that help true quality cleaners set themselves apart from ordinary cleaners.
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“The problem is that hope is not an effective strategy for dealing 

with spots and stains. Technical skill and the allocation of

appropriate time is. Unfortunately, technical skill and time

is in short supply at ordinary cleaners.”“
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Gentle Dry Cleaning Fluid
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95% of all dry cleaners in the USA dry clean in one of three solvents: 
perchloroethylene (aka perc), synthetic petroleum or formaldehyde dibutyl acetal (aka 
dimethoxymethane).

These are fabric aggressive, dye-stripping dry cleaning solvents.

By contrast, a true quality cleaner will, in all probability, use siloxane. Siloxane is a dry 
cleaning fluid with a 15 plus year history that’s used by fewer than 5% of all cleaners.

True quality cleaners prefer siloxane for a number of reasons. Siloxane is

• Completely odorless. No dry cleaning solvent smell and no fragrance or perfume 
smell. Ever.

• Dermatologically friendly. So it’s perfectly suitable for those who are chemically 
sensitive. You can even wash your face and hands in it.

• Extremely gentle. So gentle it’s been used for over 40 years as a base ingredient 
in many personal care products drip into your eyes and apply to the most 
sensitive parts of your skin on a daily basis. These personal care products 
include shampoos, antiperspirants, deodorants, lipsticks and moisturizing 
creams.

• Chemically inert. Which means that their dry cleaning fluid does not react 
chemically with the dyes in your fabrics. The result? No “bleeding” or “fading” of 
dyes. It won’t bleed or fade your colors.
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For example, if a true quality cleaner were to clean a load of brand new black 
or red garments with	their	dry	cleaning	machine	filters turned off, the color 
of their dry cleaning fluid will be crystal clear. If those same garments were to 
be cleaned in perc, synthetic petroleum or formaldehyde dibutyl acetal, with 
their	filters	turned	off, the dry cleaning solvent would be blackish or reddish 
respectively.

Where does the dye come from? You guessed it! Right out of your garments and 
household texti.

• Regulation free. It’s completely exempt from all federal, state and local health, 
safety and environmental laws and regulations that apply equally to perc, 
synthetic petroleum and formaldehyde dibutyl acetal.

Fact is, siloxane is so environmentally benign that, in 2008, the California 
Air Resources Board, the most stringent environmental safety agency in the 
country, gave siloxane a clean bill of health, stating that they see no reason to 
regulate siloxane in any manner whatsoever. So environmentally benign that, in 
2012, Environmental Canada, the highly regarded Canadian equivalent of the 
Environmental Protection Agency, concluded that siloxane is not harmful to the 
environment in any way and required no regulation of any kind.

 
All of which means that siloxane is perfectly compatible with the delicate nature of 
bespoke, made-to-measure, designer, high fashion, specialty, couture and vintage 
garments. As well as your fine business and casual apparel.

Think of a true quality cleaner’s dry cleaning fluid as life insurance for your fine 
garments and household textiles.
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“95% of  all dry cleaners in the USA dry clean in one of  three solvents: 

perchloroethylene (aka perc), synthetic petroleum or 

formaldehyde dibutyl acetal (aka dimethoxymethane).

These are fabric aggressive, dye-stripping dry cleaning solvents.

By contrast, a true quality cleaner will, in all probability, use siloxane. 

Siloxane is a dry cleaning fluid with a 15 plus year history that’s used 

by fewer than 5% of  all cleaners.”

“
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By now, I’m sure you’re asking yourself why I haven’t mentioned “organic dry cleaning”? 
After all, many dry cleaners have signs that proclaim that their solvent is “organic.”

Well, I’m not going to disappoint you. Except you may not want to hear what I have to 
say.......

Organic cleaning is a scam, a hoax and a fraud on the general public.

There, I said it. And I’m not sorry.

You see, cleaners who claim to be “organic dry cleaners” clean in synthetic petroleum 
or formaldehyde dibutyl acetal (aka dimethoxymethane). The reason they can get 
away with making this claim is because both these solvents contain carbon and that 
anything that contains carbon can technically be called “organic” from a Chemistry 
101 perspective.

Theres’ only one small problem: Perchlorethylene, aka perc, the “bad solvent” that 
their “good solvent” (synthetic petroleum or formaldehyde dibutyl acetal) supposedly 
replaced, also contains carbon.

Which means that 95% of the dry cleaners in the USA, including all perc cleaners, can 
now technically claim to be “organic cleaners”.

By engaging in such distortions, misrepresentations and green washing, “organic dry 
cleaners” prove two things:

• they have nothing better to offer their customers other than false claims, and

• they’re more interested in the ego system than the eco system.

One further note on the issue of “organic dry cleaning”. You’ll hardly ever find that an 
“organic dry cleaner” will tell you the specific type of solvent they use (perc, synthetic 
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petroleum or formaldehyde dibutyl acetal) and then, in the same sentence, tell you that 
their specific solvent is “organic.”

Instead, they simply claim is that “we’re organic dry cleaners”. They then leave it up 
to you to make a connection in your mind between walking down the organic aisle in 
a supermarket and walking into an “organic dry cleaners”. That way you can exit the 
“organic dry cleaner” with a satisfied – but false – feeling that you’re doing something 
positive for the environment.

On the positive side, a number of jurisdictions in the USA are finally attacking the 
“organic dry cleaning” myth.

New York City, for example, now requires dry cleaners to post a notice informing 
consumers of the specific type of solvent(s) and/or fluid(s) they use and directs 
consumers to an authoritative source of additional health-related information on the 
specific type of solvent(s) and/or fluid(s) used.

Now that’s progress.

“Organic cleaning is a scam, a hoax and a fraud on the general public.

There, I said it. And I’m not sorry.”“
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THE FUNDAMENTALS

Dry Cleaning Fluid Purity
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You’ve probably heard the notion that you should always ask your cleaner to clean all 
pieces of your white, cream and pastel outfits at the same time. And that you should 
always ask your cleaner to clean your whites, creams and pastels in the very first load 
after they have “purified” or “distilled” their dry cleaning solvent, or after they have 
added “new” dry cleaning solvent to their dry cleaning machine.

The “rationale” for these misguided notions is that this might help ensure that your 
outfits have “consistent coloring” (call it dry clean-dingy) and that your “whites don’t 
turn gray” (call it give-it-away-gray).

What a concept!

It’s like asking your doctor to scrub his hands and sterilize his surgical instruments prior 
to performing surgery. Shouldn’t he do this as a matter of routine before and after each 
and every procedure?

Of course, he should!

So why should your cleaner be any different? Shouldn’t your cleaner purify every single 
drop of his dry cleaning solvent as a matter of routine before and after each and every 
load?

Of course, he should!
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Truth is, very few ordinary cleaners purify every single drop of their dry cleaning 
solvent before and after each and every load. Why? Because it’s a time consuming and 
expensive proposition.

Fact is, that’s how the vast majority of ordinary cleaners operate. They use the same 
dry cleaning solvent over and over again. Without continuously purifying every single 
drop of their dry cleaning solvent before and after each load.

That’s just like washing your clothes in a home washer and reusing the same dirty 
water over and over again. Maybe adding a little detergent every now and again.

A true quality cleaner operates in a very different manner.

A true quality cleaner will both continuously purify and continuously	filter their dry 
cleaning fluid. Every single drop. As a result, each and every garment and household 
textile is cleaned in crystal clear, freshly purified and freshly filtered dry cleaning fluid. 
As clear as bottled mountain spring water.

It’s your only guarantee against greyish and dingy whites, creams and pastels; dull and 
faded colors; and that all-to-familiar “dry cleaning solvent smell.”

It’s the difference between a black and white TV with mono sound and a high definition 
screen with surround sound.

The combination of continuous purification and continuous filtration is absolutely 
critical to achieving superior cleaning results. Continuous purification is much like 
boiling your tap water at home to obtain pure water; continuous filtration is much like 
filtering your tap water to remove any additional impurities.

Continuous	purification	is time consuming and costly, but absolutely necessary. That’s 
because inadequate or no purification results in the accumulation of soluble impurities 
such as bacteria, food oils, food fats, body oils, creams and lotions in the dry cleaning 
fluid. These impurities are then absorbed by the fibers of your garments and household 
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textiles. In particular, natural fibers, such as silk, wool, linen and cotton, absorb these 
impurities like a sponge absorbs liquid.

The result? Greyish and dingy whites, creams and pastels. Dull and faded colors. And 
that all-too-familiar “dry cleaning solvent smell”.

By the way, those ordinary cleaners who do claim to purify their dry cleaning solvent “on 
a regular basis”, typically purify a meager 18 gallons for every 100 pounds of garments 
cleaned. That’s the dry cleaning industry’s recommended “best practice”. Unfortunately, 
it’s a proverbial drop in the ocean. A true quality cleaner will purify every drop!

Fact is, true quality cleaners are so obsessive about their dry cleaning fluid purity 
that they have their dry cleaning fluid checked for purity on a quarterly basis by an 
independent laboratory.

This obsession with dry cleaning fluid purity also explains why true quality cleaners 
don’t stop at just continuous purification.

Continuous	filtration is also absolutely necessary. A true quality cleaner will filter their 
dry cleaning fluids during each wash cycle to remove all insoluble impurities, such as 
sand, dander and hair, from the dry cleaning fluid. But, unlike ordinary cleaners, they’ll 
use completely	separate	filter	systems for light/intermediate colored garments and 
dark colored garments.

At a true quality cleaner, each load of garments will be cleaned in crystal clear, freshly 
purified and freshly filtered dry cleaning fluid. Not only that, but they’ll use crystal clear, 
freshly purified and freshly filtered fluid for each of the two wash cycles in each load.
So if your whites, creams and pastels come back greyish or dingy, if your colors come 
back dull or faded, or if your clothes come back with that all-to-familiar “dry cleaning 
solvent smell,” maybe it’s time to change outfits. Dry cleaning outfits.

Continuous purification and continuous filtration of dry cleaning fluids is absolutely 
critical to achieving superior cleaning results. Because cleaning your garments in dry 
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cleaning fluid that is not both continuously purified and continuously filtered is just like 
washing your clothes in the effluent from your dishwasher.

A true quality cleaner might even invite you to visit their fabricare facility so that 
you can conduct your very own experiment: Stick your head into any one of their dry 
cleaning machines. Inhale through your nose. Deeply.  I’d bet that you won’t be able to 
detect any odor.

Now comes the clincher. Go to any ordinary cleaner that cleans in perchlorethylene, 
synthetic petroleum or formaldehyde dibutyl acetal and ask them for permission to 
repeat the test. Without the aid of a teratogenic respirator! (That’s a respirator custom 
made to fit the contour of your face.)

Then carefully observe their reaction to your request. It’ll speak volumes. And, I bet, it 
won’t pass the smell test.

“The vast majority of  ordinary cleaners use the same dry cleaning

solvent over and over again. Without continuously purifying every

single drop of  their dry cleaning solvent before and after each load.

That’s just like washing your clothes in a home washer and reusing

the same dirty water over and over again. Maybe adding a little

detergent every now and again.”“
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THE FUNDAMENTALS

Superior Dry Cleaning Chemistry
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Safe, effective dry cleaning not only requires odorless, fabric gentle, chemically inert, 
crystal clear, freshly purified and freshly filtered dry cleaning fluid. It also requires top-
of-the-line dry cleaning fluid detergents.

Dry cleaning fluid detergent is injected into the dry cleaning machine during the wash 
cycle. In much the same way you add detergent into your home washer.

There are many home washer detergents on the market: some premium priced, some 
inexpensive; some effective, some ineffective; some branded, some generic.

Same with dry cleaning fluid detergents.

Typically, a true quality cleaner will only use high quality dry cleaning fluid detergents 
such as those manufactures by Sanitone. Recognized internationally, Sanitone is the 
only dry cleaning fluid detergent specifically recommended by leading designers and 
custom clothiers to restore and revitalize the color and texture of their fashions.
By contrast, most ordinary cleaners use the cheapest dry cleaning solvent detergents 
possible. And when the pressure on costs increases, they eliminate detergents 
completely.

By the way, only Sanitone-licensed dry cleaners can use Sanitone products. My own 
facility, RAVE FabriCARE, has been a Sanitone licensee for over 25 years.

Cleaning your garments and household textiles in a fabric gentle dry cleaning fluid like 
siloxane with Sanitone detergent additives is just like washing your hair in soft, purified 
water with a fine salon shampoo and conditioner.

“Most ordinary cleaners 

use the cheapest dry 

cleaning solvent detergents 

possible. And when the 

pressure on costs increases, 

they eliminate detergents 

completely.”

“
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THE FUNDAMENTALS

Zero Moisture
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Unlike ordinary cleaners, a true quality cleaner will never add or inject moisture into 
their dry cleaning machines.

Of course, there is some naturally occurring moisture in all wools, even in a relatively 
dry climate such as Arizona. Beyond that, however, a true quality cleaner will never add 
or inject additional moisture into their dry cleaning machines.

Why do ordinary cleaners add or inject moisture into their dry cleaning machines?

Before I can answer that question, you first have to know a little about dry cleaning – 
at a very conceptual level.

You see, the vast majority of stains fall into one of two categories: “dry side stains” and 
“wet side stains”.

Dry side stains are oil-based stains such as butter, salad dressing, steak juice and 
body oil, creams and lotions. To remove a dryside stain, the garment must be “pre-
spotted”/flushed with steam, hang dried and then dry cleaned. Dry cleaning should 
emulsify or dissolve the residue of the oil or grease stain that hasn’t been flushed out 
with steam during pre-spotting. About 10% of all stains a dry cleaner encounters are 
oil-based stains.

Wet side stains are water-based stains such as soda, juice, champagne and 
perspiration. To remove a wet side stain, the garment must be “pre-spotted”/flushed 
with steam and hang dried. Alternatively, the garment must be wet cleaned and hang 
dried (no dryers). Prior to being dry cleaned. About 90% of all stains a dry cleaner 
encounters are water-based stains.
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And here’s where the problem arises.

You can dry clean a garment with a wet side stain as many times as you wish. More 
often than not, that stain won’t “move” with dry cleaning alone. Conversely, you can wet 
clean a garment with a dry side stain as many times as you wish. More often than not, 
that stain won’t “move” with wet cleaning alone.

Now you know that

• Wet side stains cannot be removed by merely tossing your garments into a dry 
cleaning machine.

• Wet side stains must be removed by a skilled stain removal technician. And 
completely hang dried. Prior to being dry cleaned.

What should dry cleaners do?

Briefly, they should:

• “Pre-spot”/flush with steam, soak and/or wetclean the garment to remove all 
wetside stains. Paying particular attention to all visible wet side stains such as 
soda and juice and all invisible wet side stains such as perspiration (by flushing 
out the underarms and/or crotch areas of all garments).

• Hang dry the garment. Completely. Prior to placing the garment into a dry 
cleaning machine.

• Dry clean the garment in a load appropriately classified as to color, weight and 
fragility.

What do the vast majority of cleaners actually do?
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Briefly, they:

• Spray the visible wet side stains and the invisible wet side stains (primarily the 
underarms and/or crotches) with a solution that is two-thirds water.

• Load the dry cleaning machine with the garments that are both dry and damp, 
inject additional water during the first wash cycle, and hope that the wet side 
stains will miraculously disappear.

Alternatively, they

• Skip both the stain removal and spray spotter processes completely.

• Load the dry cleaning machine with garments, inject water during the first wash 
cycle, and hope that the wet side stains will miraculously disappear.

And why do they do this?

• Cost
 
True quality cleaning is a relatively expensive proposition.

Amongst other things, true quality cleaning requires the hiring, retention and 
continuous training of skilled stain removal technicians.

On the other hand, you can hire “a warm body”, teach them how to sort 
garments into lights and darks, show them the location of the green “start” 
button on the dry cleaning machine, and teach them how to unload the machine 
when they hear the “finish” buzzer. And you can probably teach them do that in 1 
or 2 days.
 
Then, after one or two months, you can claim that your dry cleaner is 
“experienced”.
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So next time you see a sign in a dry cleaner that says “Experienced Dry Cleaner 
On Premises”, you’ll understand that claims of “experience” are irrelevant. In 
the dry cleaning industry, “experience” is rarely equivalent to skill. It’s been my 
experience over the past 25 years that “dry cleaners” who claim to have “years 
of experience” have few, if any, relevant skills. Fact is, there appears to be an 
inverse relationship between experience and skills: the greater the number of 
years of “experience a dry cleaner claims to have, the fewer relevant skills they 
probably have.

• Time

True quality cleaning takes time. Lots of time.

At the very least, garments must be pre-spotted/flushed with steam and 
completely hang dried prior to placing them into a dry cleaning machine.

However, when you offer same or next day service and/or pickup and delivery 
service that promises pickup on day 1 and delivery on day 3, the focus of all 
employees is diverted to getting the work out as quickly as possible. There 
simply isn’t the time to do the job right.

• Twisted logic

Ordinary cleaners believe (or rather want to believe) their own twisted logic. It 
goes something like this: We know we need dry cleaning solvent to emulsify or 
dissolve dry side stains, and moisture to remove wet side stains. So why don’t 
we just add or inject moisture into our dry cleaning machine during the “wash” 
cycle. This way we’ll kill two birds with one stone: the dry cleaning solvent will 
“take care of the dry side stains” and the moisture will “take care of the wet side 
stains”.

Voila! Problem solved. With absolutely no investment of time, effort or skill. And 
absolutely no impact on their sacred in-by-11:00-out-by-5:00, picked-up-on-
day-1-delivered-on-day-3 “production system”.
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Unfortunately, adding or injecting moisture into a dry cleaning machine has 
consequences... consequences that ordinary cleaners won’t tell you about or will 
strenuously deny. Consequences such as:

>  It just doesn’t work

Which, of course, is why your dry cleaned garments still smell of 
perspiration after they’ve been “professionally dry cleaned.” And why 
simple wet side stains such as  soda, juice and champagne still remain on 
your garments after they’ve been “professionally dry cleaned.”

>  It’s extremely reckless

Why reckless? Because moisture in a dry cleaning machine is the single 
most important contributor to the shrinkage of garments. And to the 
bleeding of water soluble dyes on “dry clean only” garments.

Bottom line: True quality dry cleaning involves the application of skill, expertise, 
judgment, care and time. Unfortunately for ordinary cleaners, there are no simple, 
shortcut solutions.

“Adding or injecting moisture into a dry cleaning machine has

consequences. Consequences that ordinary cleaners won’t tell

you about or will strenuously deny. Consequences such as it just

doesn’t work and it’s extremely reckless. Unfortunately for

ordinary cleaners, there are no simple, shortcut solutions.”“
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THE FUNDAMENTALS

Zero Sizing
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Sizing is to dry cleaning what starch is to shirt laundry.

Ordinary cleaners love sizing.

So they add or inject sizing into their dry cleaning machines during the wash cycle. In 
much the same way that you add detergent or softener to your home wash.
Their stated reason? According to a local dry cleaner’s website, to “keep each garment 
feeling new and crisp” and to “retain your garment’s original shape, weight and feel” 
(and, no, I didn’t make up this last quote).

And the true reason? The more sizing they add, the quicker and easier it is for their 
employees to bang out your garments on a press.

What gets sized? Everything in the load. Cottons. Linens. Silks. Rayons. Wools such as 
alpaca, angora, camelhair, cashmere, escorial, marino, mohair and vicuna. Super 100s, 
120s, 150s and 160s.

Is it any wonder your fine wools and silks feel and drape like cardboard when you get 
them back from an ordinary cleaner?

A true quality cleaner will never apply sizing to an entire load of dry cleaning. Sizing will 
be applied – by a skilled finisher – during the hand finishing stage – to cottons and 
linens only. And only according to your stated personal preference.

Like your cottons and linens smooth with no crispness? Smooth with light crispness? 
Like your heavier fabric linens smooth with no crispness, and your lighter fabric linens 
smooth with light crispness? That’s what a true quality cleaner means by personal 
preference.

““Sizing is to dry cleaning 
what starch is to shirt 

laundry.
Ordinary cleaners love 
sizing. So they add or 

inject sizing into their dry 
cleaning machines during 
the wash cycle. In much 

the same way that you add 
detergent or softener to 

your home wash. That’s 
why your fine wools and 
silks feel and drape like 

cardboard ”
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THE FUNDAMENTALS

Zero Fragrance Or Perfume
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Many ordinary cleaners add or inject fragrance or perfume into their dry cleaning fluid, 
purportedly to impart a “breath of fresh air” into their garments.

Truth is, these fragrances and perfumes are intended solely to “disguise” or “neutralize” 
the odor associated with cleaning in dry cleaning fluid that has not been continuously 
purified.

Typically, a true quality cleaner will use a dry cleaning fluid (such as siloxane) that is 
non-chlorinated, non-hydrocarbon, non-formaldehyde, fragrance-free, perfume-free 
and completely odorless. At my own facility, RAVE FabriCARE, we call this Free & Clear 
Dry Cleaning®.

Free & Clear Dry Cleaning is ideal for the chemically-sensitive who are unable to 
tolerate

• dry cleaning solvents like perchlorethylene, synthetic petroleum or formaldehyde 
dibutyl acetal, the dry cleaning solvents used by more than 95% of all dry 
cleaners.  

• the fragrances or perfumes that are part of the ordinary cleaner’s bag of tricks.

Every dry cleaner should clean in dry cleaning fluid that’s crystal clear. As clear as 
bottled mountain spring water. Crystal clear dry cleaning fluid means zero odor. And 
zero odor means no need for fragrance or perfume.

“ “Many ordinary cleaners 
add or inject fragrance 

or perfume into their dry 
cleaning fluid, purportedly 

to impart a “breath
of  fresh air” into their 

garments. Truth is, these 
fragrances and perfumes 

are intended solely to 
“disguise” or “neutralize”

the odor associated with 
cleaning in dry cleaning 
fluid that has not been 

continuously purified.”
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Operational Excellence
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The vast majority of ordinary cleaners

• mix dark and intermediate colored garments

• mix light and intermediate colored garments

• mix red, black and other dark colored garments

• mix regular and fragile garments

• load their machines to full capacity

• add or inject moisture into their dry cleaning machines

• add or inject sizing into their dry cleaning machines

• add or inject fragrances or perfumes into their dry cleaning machines

• reduce the length of their “wash” cycles

• increase the temperature of their “dry” cycles.

This produces the fastest and cheapest – and worst – dry cleaning. What ordinary 
cleaners call “exceptional”, “exquisite” or “award winning” cleaning. What the dry 
cleaning industry experts call bang and hang cleaning. And what I call ordinary 
cleaning®.
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A true quality cleaner will scrupulously sort all their garments into at least 6 color 
classifications, and at least 2 fragility classifications. They’ll never mix regular and 
fragile garments. They’ll always under load their dry cleaning machines in much the 
same way that you always under load your home washer. They’ll never add or inject 
moisture to their dry cleaning fluid to control any possibility of shrinkage or bleeding 
of dyes. They’ll never add or inject sizing into their dry cleaning fluid to add stiffness 
to your fabrics, making your garments easier and quicker to press. They’ll never add or 
inject fragrances or perfumes into their dry cleaning fluid in an attempt to disguise the 
“solvent smell”. They’ll always extend the length of their wash cycles for maximum soil 
removal. And they’ll always dry at lower temperatures to further control any possibility 
of shrinkage.

A true quality cleaner will even make sure that their our dry cleaning machines have 
completely separate filter systems for light/intermediate colored loads and dark 
colored loads.

By contrast, the dry cleaning machines at many ordinary cleaners have a single filter 
system.

This means that the dry cleaning solvent from both their light/intermediate colored 
loads and their dark colored loads flows through the same set of filters. As a result, 
some of the dye residue from their dark garments that accumulates in their filters will 
eventually find its way onto your light/intermediate garments.

The result?

Whites, creams and pastels that are gray and dingy.

“ “The vast majority of  
ordinary cleaners employ 

operational procedures 
that produces the fastest 

and cheapest – and worst –
dry cleaning. It’s what 

ordinary cleaners 
call “exceptional”,  

“exquisite” or “award 
winning” cleaning. 

It’s what dry cleaning 
industry experts call bang 

and hang cleaning. 

And what I call ordinary 
cleaning.”
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THE FUNDAMENTALS

Meticulous Garment Finishing
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The highest standards of garment finishing can tolerate no compromises or shortcuts. 
Which is why a true quality cleaner will employ skilled garment finishers to delicately 
hand finish every garment. Both inside and out. The old-fashioned way. Using a hand 
iron. No matter how long it might take.

In fact, a true quality cleaner will guarantee customized, personal attention on each 
and every garment. Such as perfectly rounded, non-rippled, “factory formed” collars, 
and soft, rolling lapels on your suit jackets, sport coats and blazers. Pleats that are 
precisely hand finished to avoid seam impressions. Sweaters and knits that are 
measured prior to cleaning and then blocked to those original measurements after 
cleaning. And neckties and scarfs that are blocked to shape to prevent rippling, 
maintain fullness and provide gently rolled edges.

And, yes, a true quality cleaner will know exactly how a 3-roll-to-2 or a 3-roll-to-2½ 
suit jacket or sport coat must be pressed. Without you ever having to ask.

It goes without saying that you won’t find those common “bang and hang” machine 
pressing practices that are typically found at ordinary cleaners at any true quality 
cleaner: crushed nap; shine; seam, flap and button impressions; moire-like press pad 
impressions; double creases; wrinkled seams and linings; and other “crimes of fashion”.

A true quality cleaner will even have different finishing stations, equipped with different 
types of finishing pads, adjusted to different pressures, equipped with hand irons set at 
different temperatures, and staffed by finishers with different skills, to accommodate 
different categories of garments and even different types of fabrics within a specific 
category of garments.
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To understand this nuance, you must first recognize that ordinary cleaners typically 
employ only two types of presses in their dry clean operations: pant presses (for slacks, 
trousers and shorts) and utility presses (for all other garments such as blouses, shirts, 
blazers, sport coats, dresses, skirts, sweaters, etc.).

Moreover, most ordinary cleaners cross train their pressers to be “jacks of all trades”. 
So a presser may press slacks, trousers and shorts for 5 hours, and blouses, shirts, 
blazers, sport coats, dresses, skirts and sweaters for the rest of the day. Or their “stain 
removal technician” will load and unload their dry clean machine, and press slacks, 
trousers and shorts in between loads.

A true quality cleaner would never permit such cross utilization.

For example, finishers who specialize in slacks, trousers and shorts finishers would 
never be assigned a sport coat or a dress.

Why?

Because skilled finishing is all about technique. And few finishers have developed their 
technique to the point that would allow them to move seamlessly – throughout the day 
– between different categories of garments.

Please note that “technique” does not equate to “experience”. Many pressers with years 
of “experience” have zero technique. By way of analogy, a short order cook with years 
of “experience” working at Denny’s, is unlikely to be able to cut the mustard as a bus 
boy at a 3, 4 or 5 star-rated Michelin restaurant.

Not only that, but true quality cleaners will even have different finishing stations to 
accommodate different fabrics within a specific category of garments. For example, 
their garment finishers who specialize in cotton/linen slacks, trousers and shorts would 
never be assigned a wool, silk, poly, acetate or rayon slacks, trousers or shorts.

Why?
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Because their cotton/linen pant presses will be equipped with a “harder” pad, 
are adjusted to a higher pressure, will be equipped with hand irons set at higher 
temperatures, and will require a hand finisher with a “stronger arm”. By contrast, their 
wool, silk, poly, acetate and rayon pant presses will be equipped with a “soft” pad, 
are adjusted to a negligible pressure, will be equipped with hand irons set at lower 
temperatures, and will require a hand finisher with a “delicate touch”.

At a true quality cleaner, anything less is simply unacceptable.

“Pressing”, as practiced by ordinary cleaners, is such a poor descriptor of the art of 
finishing. Of course, a skilled finisher must know how to apply pressure to achieve 
a smooth finish on a linen or cotton. But a smooth, soft, hand finish, that minimizes 
the possibility of shine or seam, flap and button impressions, best defines the finest 
professional finishing.

If you’re looking for validation of this point of view, just broach the subject of “pressing 
by dry cleaners” with any bespoke tailor and watch their blood pressure rise. And make 
sure you bring along a portable defibrillator. Your tailor may need it.

“Pressing, as practiced by ordinary cleaners, is such a poor

descriptor of  the art of  finishing. Of  course, a skilled finisher

must know how to apply pressure to achieve a smooth finish

on a linen or cotton. But a smooth, soft, hand finish, that

minimizes the possibility of  shine or seam, flap and button

impressions, best defines the finest professional finishing.”“
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THE FUNDAMENTALS

Personalized Inspections
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At a true quality cleaner, their full-time, trained inspectors will be uncompromising in 
their attention to detail. They’ll carefully and thoroughly examine every garment – from 
top to bottom – from inside to outside – to ensure that their highest quality standards 
have been met. Including stain removal, cleaning, finishing and repairs (buttons, snaps, 
hooks, eyes, seams, hems, zippers, etc.).

They’ll also make sure that they’ve addressed all your personal preferences and special 
instructions.

You won’t find anything close to this level of inspection at any ordinary cleaner.
Many ordinary cleaners claim that they inspect each and every garment. They even 
use the term “hand inspect” (is there any other way to inspect?) to imply that their 
inspections are careful and thorough.

But, in most ordinary cleaners and wannabe cleaners, the “inspector” is really the 
garment bagger who might do triple duty as a customer service representative. And 
the bagger’s primary focus is on “getting your garments into a bag and onto the 
conveyor,” and simply doesn’t have the time to carefully and thoroughly inspect each 
and every garment. From top to bottom. From inside to outside.

Let’s assume, for argument’s sake, that the garment bagger did, in fact, find something 
obvious on a garment – a stain or wrinkle on a garment; rippled collar on a blazer or 
sport coat; a missing or loose button; a hanging or loose hem; a broken zipper; etc.

What would they do? Return it for re-cleaning, refinishing, replacement or repair? 
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Highly unlikely!

After all, why bother with a careful, thorough inspection when the entire modus 
operandi of the ordinary cleaner is geared to getting your garments into a machine, 
onto a press, and into a bag. ASAP. They’re in by 11:00 and out by 5:00; or picked up on 
day 1 and delivered on day 3.

At ordinary cleaners, careful, thorough inspections just get in the way of their 
“production system”.

“Many ordinary cleaners claim that they inspect each

and every garment. They even use the term “hand inspect”

to imply that their inspections are careful and thorough.

An unlikely scenario given that careful, thorough inspections

just get in the way of  their in by 11:00 and out by 5:00, picked

up on day 1 and delivered on day 3 production system.”  “
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THE FUNDAMENTALS

Exquisite Packaging
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At a true quality cleaner, your garments will be individually and elegantly packaged 
using premium materials such as heavy duty, wide clip and contoured hangers; 
breathable sweater bags; soft, white, acid-free tissue; and extra-wide, heavy gauge 
poly.

Individual packaging, using quality materials, ensures that your garments and 
household textiles are protected during transportation and short-term storage. And 
that they are ready to be worn or used –  without having to be refinished. At home or 
on the road.

Contrast this to the vast majority of ordinary cleaners where multiple garments 
are stuffed into an ultra-thin, narrow poly bag. And where your entire order is then 
crammed onto a holding rack or conveyor.

In order to significantly reduce the human element in the assembly and conveyoring 
process, many ordinary cleaners have introduced automated assembly and 
conveyoring equipment. Some have even extended this automated system to deliver 
your garments through a 24/7 “self serve window”.

This means that your easily wrinkled and/or more fragile garments – such as your 
cotton, linen and silk blouses and shirts – are being shuttled around the cleaner’s plant 
by automated equipment. And, in the process, they’re being crushed between other 
heavier garments – such as coats, sport coats, blazers, sweaters, trousers and slacks. 
Like slabs of meat winding their way through a slaughter house. Then your completed 
order is being slotted onto a conveyor by the same automated equipment – again, with 
total disregard to the type of garment in each order.
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If this is the level of handling care exhibited after “cleaning” and “pressing” (what you 
see), imagine the level of care applied to your fine garments and household textiles 
during the “cleaning” and “pressing” process (what you don’t see).

In recent years, many ordinary cleaners have “upgraded” their packaging – everything 
from logo-printed tissue paper and tinted poly to wishbone-shaped wood and chrome 
hangers – in an attempt to convince their customers that the quality of their cleaning 
has been similarly upgraded.

True quality cleaners believe that excellent packaging can and does enhance and 
protect garments and household textiles that have been cleaned and finished to 
perfection. They also believe that upgraded packaging on ordinary cleaning will be 
quickly seen for what it is – an attempt to pass off bang and hang cleaning or ordinary 
cleaning as true quality cleaning.

There’s an old saying in the dry cleaning business that, no matter how you cut it, 
cafeteria food served on fine china is still just that – cafeteria food. Or as I like to say: 
fish and chips in a caviar wrapping.
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 “In recent years, many ordinary cleaners have upgraded their

packaging in an attempt to convince their customers that the

quality of  their cleaning has been similarly upgraded. True quality cleaners 

believe that excellent packaging can and does enhance and

protect garments and household textiles that have been cleaned

and finished to perfection.

They also believe that upgraded packaging on ordinary cleaning

will be quickly seen for what it is – an attempt to pass off  bang

and hang cleaning or ordinary cleaning as true quality cleaning.

There’s an old saying in the dry cleaning business that, no matter

how you cut it, cafeteria food served on fine china is still just that 

fine china is still just that -- cafeteria food.

Or as I like to say: fish and chips in a caviar wrapping.”

“
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A TRUE QUALITY CLEANER’S
DRY CLEANING STANDARDS
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Every cleaner – the value cleaner, the ordinary cleaner and the wannabe cleaner – 
talks about their quality standards.

Every cleaner promises it.

And every cleaner claims to meet or exceed the “industry’s highest standards” 
(whatever that phrase may mean).

But when you ask what those specific standards are, you’re typically met with a blank 
stare or some general mumbo jumbo.

Truth is, the vast majority of ordinary cleaners pay mere lip service to true quality.

By contrast, a fabricare specialist or true quality cleaner will put their standards in 
writing. And in detail.

It’s how they hold their fabricare associates accountable. And how their clients, in turn, 
hold them accountable. On every order. On every item.

So before you select a cleaner, ask the cleaner for a detailed list of their quality 
standards. In writing. You might find their response instructive.
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For example, here are dry cleaning quality standards followed by my own facility, RAVE 
FabriCARE:

• No staples, pins and clips

• No glued on or heat sealed “uniform rental” bar code labels

• Foreign matter removed from pockets and cuffs 

• Each garment individually examined 

• Delicate or decorative buttons either securely protected or removed and 
replaced 

• Garments disassembled before cleaning and then reassembled after cleaning 
where necessary (e.g., a black and white dress with a white bodice that turned 
grayish as as result of improper prior cleanings) 

• Dry cleaning, wet cleaning, hand cleaning and multi-process cleaning regimens 
to be employed tailored to each specific garment 

• Odor remediation technologies and processes to be employed tailored to each 
specific garment 

• Each garment pre-spotted (to the extent practicable) prior to any cleaning in 
a dry cleaning machine, a wet cleaning machine, or soaking in a water-based 
solution 

• Loads separated by color, weight and fragility 

• Delicate, fragile, specialty and couture garments and ties dry cleaned separately 
from all other garments – often with no tumbling after being placed inside a dry 
cleaning machine
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• Trims – sequins beads and rhinestones, plastic and vinyl, paint and glitter, suede 
leather and fur, feathers, and the like – expertly and safely handled 

• Dermatologically-friendly, odorless, fabric gentle, chemically inert/non-dye 
stripping dry cleaning fluid 

• No relatively aggressive chlorine-based solvents (perchloroethylene aka 
Dowper), hydrocarbon-based solvents (synthetic petroleum aka DF 2000 or 
EcoSolv) or formaldehyde-based solvents (formaldehyde dibutyl acetal aka K4 
or SOLVONK4) 

• Dry cleaning fluid freshly purified and, therefore, crystal clear prior to use 
 

• Dry cleaning fluid filtered throughout the dry cleaning machine’s “wash” cycle 

• Top-of-the-line Sanitone ® dry cleaning detergents 

• No moisture added to the dry cleaning machine’s “wash” cycle 

• No perfumes, fragrances or odor masking chemicals added to the dry cleaning 
machine’s “wash” cycle 

• Brightest whites, creams and pastels 

• Intense colors 

• Soft, revitalized fabric textures 

• No dye bleeding of potentially unstable dyes 

• No static or lint 

• No “dry cleaning solvent” odor
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• No “dirty dry cleaning solvent” odor 

• No perspiration odor 

• Each garment (including linings) meticulously hand finished – inside and out 

• No fabric shine or seam impressions (to the extent permitted by pre-existing 
conditions) 

• Sweaters and knits measured before cleaning and blocked to original 
specifications during hand finishing 

• Sweaters and knits de-pilled 

• Perfectly rounded, non-rippled, factory formed collars and lapels on suit jackets, 
sport coats and blazers 

• Each garment inspected – inside and out –  top to bottom 

• Zippers lubricated 

• Hems and seams checked 

• Repairs completed (to the extent possible and/or authorized by client) 

• Missing snaps, hooks and eyes replaced 

• Loose snaps, hooks and eyes reinforced 

• Missing and cracked buttons replaced 

• Loose buttons reinforced 
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• All dry cleaner identification tags removed 

• Each garment cushioned with soft, white, non-logo printed, acid-free tissue 
paper (the inks on logo printed tissue can potentially bleed onto garments if the 
tissue becomes damp or wet) 

• Premium packaging materials, including heavy duty trouser/slacks hangers (with 
soft plastic clips, not metal clips) and contoured, wide-shouldered suit jacket, 
sport coat and blazer hangers 

• No straight line or wishbone wood, chrome or other metal hangers on suit 
jackets, sport coats and blazers 

• Extra wide, heavy duty poly bags 

• Each garment individually and elegantly packaged

So next time you visit or call your cleaners, don’t forget to ask them for a detailed list 
– in writing – of their quality standards.

If they provide you with a detailed list, compare what they say they do to what they 
actually do. And who is best positioned to know what they actually do? That person is 
you, of course. After all, you’ve experienced the quality of their product over time.

On the other hand, if they can’t provide you with a detailed list, don’t forget to ask 
them why not.
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“Truth is, the vast majority of  ordinary cleaners pay

mere lip service to true quality.

By contrast, a fabricare specialist or true quality cleaner

will put their standards in writing. And in detail. It’s how

they hold their fabricare associates accountable. And how

their clients, in turn, hold them accountable.

On every order. On every item”“
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BENCHMARKING
TRUE QUALITY CLEANING
vs
ORDINARY CLEANING
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A True Quality Cleaner..... And An Ordinary
Dry Cleaner?

What About Your
Dry Cleaner?

 
Offers a wide array of services related to caring for your garments, household 
textiles and accessories 

NO

 
Performs all their work in-house (with the possible exception of fine weaving) 
using craftspeople who specialize in specific garments, household textiles and 
accessories 

NO

 
Removes all foreign matter from pockets and cuffs – prior to delivering them 
for cleaning 

NO

 
Conducts extensive garment inspection and preparation procedures –  
focusing on fabric issues, pressing issues, stain and color variation issues, and 
hardware and trim issues – prior to delivering for cleaning 

NO

 
Removes all hardware and buttons that could possibly chip, crack or scratch 
during the cleaning process – prior to delivering them for cleaning 

NO

 
Protects all hardware and buttons that could possibly chip, crack or scratch 
during the cleaning process but cannot be removed – prior to delivering them 
for cleaning 

NO

 
Uses no staples, pins or clips to attach unique identification tags to your 
garments 

NO

Here’s your opportunity to compare ordinary cleaning – and your own dry cleaner – to true quality cleaning:
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Does not glue or heat seal bar codes onto your garments NO

 
Disassembles garments before cleaning and then reassembles after cleaning 
where necessary (e.g., a black and white dress with a white bodice that turned 
grayish as as result of improper prior cleanings by ordinary dry cleaners) 

NO

 
Employs an array of wet cleaning, hand washing and/or other restoration 
techniques and regimens to complement the dry cleaning process – 
techniques and regimens that are tailored to each specific garment 

NO

 
Employs an array of odor remediation technologies and processes 
complement the dry cleaning process – techniques and regimens that are 
tailored to each specific garment 

NO

 
Pre-spots all garments (to the extent practicable) prior to any cleaning in a 
dry cleaning machine, a wet cleaning machine, or soaking in a water-based 
solution 

NO

 
Separates garments for cleaning by color, weight and fragility NO

 
Dry cleans delicate, fragile, specialty and couture garments and ties 
separately from all other garments – often with no tumbling after being placed 
inside a dry cleaning machine 

NO    

 
Cleans trims – sequins beads and rhinestones, plastic and vinyl, paint and 
glitter, suede leather and fur, feathers, and the like – expertly and safely NO       

 
Dry cleans their garments in a non-regulated, dermatologically-friendly, 
odorless, fabric gentle, chemically inert/non-dye stripping dry cleaning fluid 

Possibly but not likely
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Does not dry clean their garments in a highly regulated, probably toxic, 
relatively aggressive dry cleaning solvent, including chorine-based solvents 
(such as perchlorethylene aka Dowper), hydrocarbon-based solvents (such 
as synthetic petroleum aka DF 2000 or EcoSolv), or formaldehyde-based 
solvents (such as formaldehyde dibutyl acetal aka K4 or SOLVON K4) 

Possibly but not likely

 
Dry cleans their garments in a dry cleaning fluid that as crystal clear as   
bottled mountain spring water – a clarity that’s achieved through both 
continuous purification and continuous filtration before, during  and after 
every load 

Possibly but not likely

 
Classifies their dry cleaning loads into at least 6 color and fragility 
classifications 

NO

 
Uses top-of-the-line Sanitone ® dry cleaning detergents Possibly but not likely

 
Does not inject moisture into their dry cleaning machine’s “wash” cycle Possibly but not likely

 
Does not inject sizing into their dry cleaning machine’s “wash” cycle Possibly but not likely

 
Does not inject fragrance, perfume or other (temporary) odor masking 
chemicals into their dry cleaning machine’s “wash” cycle 

Possibly but not likely

 
Operates their dry cleaning machines with lighter loads, longer cleaning cycles 
and lower drying temperatures 

NO

 
Measures all knit garments and garments containing spandex prior to cleaning 
to ensure that original dimensions are maintained (a process known as 
“blocking”) 

NO
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Produces garments that are free of water-based and oil-based stains to the 
greatest extent possible consistent with not damaging the garment NO

 

Produces garments with the brightest whites, creams and pastels NO

 

Produces garments with colors that are rich and lustrous, without that 
“washed out,” faded look NO

 
Produces garments with renewed, revitalized fabric textures NO

 
Produces garments that have the softest, silkiest fabric feel, even on heavy 
cotton sweaters NO

 
Produces garments with absolutely no “dry cleaning solvent” smell NO

 
Produces garments with absolutely no “dirty dry cleaning solvent” smell NO

 
Produces garments with absolutely no “perspiration” smell NO

 
Produces garments with trims and other embellishments that are not melted, 
de-lustered or otherwise damaged 

NO

 
Hand irons – and does not machine press – all their garments meticulously – 
inside and out NO

 
Produces garments with no shine or seam impressions (to the extent 
permitted by pre-existing conditions, i.e, the damage resulting from machine 
pressing by ordinary cleaners) 

NO
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Produces suit jackets, sport coats and blazers with perfectly-rounded, non-
rippled, “factory formed” collars and lapels 

NO

 

Blocks all knits and garments containing spandex to pre-cleaning 
measurements to ensure that the original measurements have been 
maintained and provides you with proof of the before and after measurements 

NO

 

De-pills all sweaters and knits Possibly but not likely

 
Customizes the finishing of their garments to your personal preferences NO

 

Conducts detailed inspections of their garments – inside and out – top to 
bottom – by trained inspectors whose only function is to inspect garments – 
not by a “customer service representative” with some free time to kill 

NO

 

Completes all repairs to their garments – involving zippers, hems, seams, 
snaps, hooks, eyes, buttons, and the like –  utilizing skilled, on-site tailors and 
alterationists 

NO

 

Completes all other repairs to their garments – to the extent possible and/or 
authorized by the client – utilizing skilled, on-site tailors and alterationists NO

 

Removes the dry cleaner’s unique garment identification tags Possibly but not likely

 

Packages their garments individually and elegantly NO

 

Packages their garments using premium packaging materials that are technically 
aligned with and supportive of your garments over the  long and short term – 
heavy duty trouser/slacks hangers (with soft plastic clips, not metal clips) and 
contoured, wide-shouldered suit jacket, sport coat and blazer hangers 

NO
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Does not use thin (straight or wishbone shaped) wood, chrome or other metal 
hangers on suit jackets, sport coats and blazers 

Possibly but not likely

 
Cushions their garments with soft, white, non-logo printed, acid free tissue paper 
(the inks on logo printed tissue can potentially bleed onto garments if the tissue 
becomes damp or wet) 

NO

Uses extra wide, heavy duty poly bags NO

 
Moves their garments around their facility by hand –  gently – not through 
mechanical means Possibly but not likely 

 
Declines to offer same or next day in-store service on your garments – a service 
that is incompatible with true quality cleaning 

NO

 
Declines to pick up and deliver those same garments in 2 or 3 days – a service 
that is incompatible with true quality cleaning 

NO

 
Charges prices that affords them the opportunity to concentrate solely on the 
quality of the product they deliver and not be influenced by the prices charged by 
the cleaner across the street or across town 

NO
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BESPOKE & MADE-TO-MEASURE
GARMENTS
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There are two maintenance issues that can negatively impact the look and life of a 
bespoke garment: poor cleaning and poor pressing.

It’s a service available at over 26,000 cleaners in the USA.

Will Boehlke (www.asuitablewardrobe.com) commented as follows:

“My own inadequate attempts at tailored clothing maintenance 
have over time reduced themselves to the trouser press and my 
Jiffy steamer. That is because I have received too many dry 
cleaned suits that went away as a three roll top and returned 
as a three roll two, or, just as often, the reverse.”

Simon Crompton (www.permanentstyle.co.uk) was even more blunt:

A high-street dry cleaner will stick your suit in a large drum, 
soak it with chemicals that spread the dirt around more than 
they get rid of  it, and then put it on a big industrial press 
which will stamp it flat, ruining any curve in the shoulders, 
chest canvas or lapels. The chemicals wear away the cloth, 
shortening its life. The press forces a three-dimensional object 
to become 2D.”

The negative press (excuse the pun) keeps growing in number and intensity.

I understand why many owners of bespoke garments are conflicted when it comes to 
turning over their bespoke garments to an ordinary, “bang and hang” cleaner.
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On the one hand, they’re familiar with the quality of the materials that went into their 
garments:

• Cloth from weavers and cloth merchants such as Barbera, Bill, Dormeuil, 
Dugdale, Harrisons, Holland & Sherry, Lear Browne & Dunsford, Lesser, Loro 
Piana, Minnis, Scabal, Vitale Barberis Canonico, Wain Shiell, Zegna and others. 

• Bemberg and silk linings that range from muted pastels to outrageous paisleys, 
florals and geometric prints. 

• Distinctive buttons that are natural horn, natural shell and metal, with or without 
identifying engravings or logos.

And they understand the collaborative process that went into the construction of their 
bespoke garments:

• taking measurements that account for their physique and the idiosyncracies of 
their posture, 

• selecting the style details (two or three piece, single or double breasted, style 
and width of lapels, number of jacket buttons, jacket length, sleeve length, 
number of rear vents, style and number of pockets, pleated or flat fronts, cuffs 
or no cuffs, belt loops or no belt loops, suspender buttons or no suspender 
buttons, etc.), 

• drafting and cutting a paper pattern by hand, 

• cutting the cloth and lining by hand, 

• creating (either completely or substantially by hand) a basted garment that will 
be ripped apart, recut and remade until the shape and drape are perfect, 

• attaching the sleeves, pockets, lapels and collar, and 

• hand stitching the buttonholes.
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The entire process could involve 6 to 10 weeks of time, 60 to 80 hours of skilled labor, 
40,000 to 60,000 hand stitches, and 5 to 10 visits to your tailor. It’s time and labor 
intensive. So it’s expensive.

On the other hand, owners of bespoke garments have personal knowledge of the 
damage that can be inflicted on their garments by ordinary cleaners.

They know that these cleaners often say one thing and then do something completely 
different....

• They say they pre-spot every garment, but they just load all garments into a dry 
cleaning machine (Pre-spotting is targeted stain removal by a skilled technician 
prior to cleaning). 

• They say they clean your garments in an odorless, fabric-gentle, 
dermatologically-friendly dry cleaning fluid, but they still use fabric aggressive, 
dye stripping, toxic solvents like perchloroethylene (aka perc), synthetic 
petroleum or formaldehyde dibutyl acetal. 

• They say they purify their dry cleaning solvent after every load, but they only do 
so a few times a week (if your’e lucky). 

• They say they dry clean your cottons and linens as you requested or as specified 
by the care label, but they wet clean or wash them and toss them in a dryer. 

• They say they operate their dry clean machines with zero moisture, zero sizing 
and zero fragrance, but they add or inject moisture, sizing and fragrance into 
their dry cleaning solvent. 

• They say they gently hand iron your garments, but they just steam them out on 
a steam-blowing machine (a “topper” for pants and a “suzie” for other garments) 
and/or machine press them at a rate of 20 to 40 per hour per presser. 
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• They say they offer alterations, but they have no skilled tailor or alterationist on 
premises. 

• They say they employ a skilled tailor or alterationist to make all necessary 
repairs, but they often assign the task to the first available customer service 
representative with some free time on their hands. 

• They say they soak your laundered shirts in a gentle dry cleaning fluid (to 
dissolve oil-based stains) and then in a water-based solution (to eliminate 
water-based stains), but they scrub your collars and cuffs with hard-bristled 
brushes and “collar/cuff solution” in an attempt to get them reasonably clean. 

• They say they gently wet clean your shirts in cold or cool water, but they wash 
your shirts in hot water in an attempt to dissolve the oil-based stains. 

• They say they use a gentle detergent, but they use harsh, caustic, industrial 
grade detergents in an attempt to eliminate the oil and water-based stains. 

• They say they use no bleaches, but they add fabric-destroying bleaches in an 
attempt to get your whites as white as possible. 

• They say they use a premium, natural wheat starch, but they starch your shirts 
with cheap synthetic glue that adheres to your shirt’s fibers like multiple coats 
of paint. 

• They say they hand iron your shirts, but they machine press them at a rate of 
40 to 50 per hour per presser (which leaves your shirts with puckered seams, 
wrinkled collars, cuffs, underarms, sleeve pleats, sleeve plackets and front 
plackets, and wrinkled cuff/sleeve and sleeve/body joins). 

• They say they crease the sleeves of your laundered shirts for that “professional 
look”, but they crease them solely to cover up the evidence of machine pressing. 
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• They say they conduct detailed inspections of every garment prior to packaging, 
but they do a cursory look over (if your’e lucky). 

• They say they package your garments using premium packaging materials, but 
they stuff  them in a bag and use materials that sometimes “look pretty” but 
aren’t technically aligned with and supportive of your garments over the short 
and long term. 

• They say that they charge a price that reflects the quality they deliver, but 
they still charge relatively low prices (contrary to what ordinary cleaners say, 
no cleaner can consistently deliver a true quality product at a low price and still 
remain in business). 

• They say they take the time to do the job right, but they routinely offer same 
and next day service or 3 day pickup and delivery service (contrary to what 
ordinary cleaners say, true quality cleaning is incompatible with speed).

Given these facts, why would anyone entrust their bespoke garments to a cleaner? 
Even if it’s only for a “sponge and press” during the season? Or for a “clean and press” 
at the end of the season or as needed?

The answer is that most don’t. They’re petrified. And when they do, they approach the 
entire experience with extreme trepidation.

Unfortunately, not everyone is fortunate to live near their tailor, particularly one who 
offers a lifetime sponge and press service (a rare offering today). 

And there’s only so much that can be achieved at home with a hand-held steamer, an 
open-faced iron, or a steam filled bathroom (excuse me for a moment, but my head is 
about to explode at the very thought of these reckless options!).
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“Why would anyone entrust their bespoke garments to a cleaner?

Even if  it’s only for a “sponge and press” during the season?

Or for a “clean and press” at the end of  the season or as needed?

The answer is that most don’t. They’re petrified. And when they do,

they approach the entire experience with extreme trepidation.”“ There has to be a better alternative. And there is....

A true quality cleaner will offer two services for bespoke garments:

• A sponge and hand press service during the season. 

• A clean and hand press service at the end of the season or as needed.

During the course of a season, your bespoke garments may need nothing more than an 
occasional sponge and hand press.

At the end of the season (or in the event of a major mishap), your bespoke garments 
should be cleaned and hand pressed.

To fully understand the difference between these two offerings, let’s consider the 
process we follow at RAVE FabriCARE as a yardstick....
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Here are some key points to consider:

• As regards a sponge and press

We lightly vacuum each bespoke garment with a High Efficiency Particulate Air 
(HEPA) filter vacuum to remove dust and soil.

We gently “flush” out the water-based stains with a light jet of steam and 
immediately dry the area with a light jet of compressed air.  

We hand clean all oil-based stains using siloxane, our fabric gentle, non-dye 
stripping, non-toxic dry cleaning fluid.   

We hand press. Inside and out. By hand. Not by machine.  

Which means that.....

There’s no cleaning in fabric aggressive, dye stripping, toxic dry cleaning 
solvents such as perchloroethylene, synthetic petroleum or formaldehyde dibutyl 
acetal.

There’s no tumbling in a dry cleaning machine.

There’s no pressing by machine.

• As regards a clean and press:

We soak in siloxane dry cleaning fluid for about 5 to 7 minutes.  
 
Soaking means no tumbling for 40 to 50 minutes in a dry cleaning machine.
Siloxane means a crystal clear, odorless, dermatologically friendly, chemically 
inert (non-dye stripping) dry cleaning fluid that’s so gentle you can (legally) 
wash your face and hands in it.
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We extract the dry cleaning fluid for about a minute.

We dry for about 2 minutes (this step does involve tumbling but your bespoke 
garments are individually contained within special net bags and the tumbling 
action - measured in RPMs - is reduced to a minimum).

We remove and hang dry.
      
We hand press. Inside and out. By hand. Not by machine.

Which means that.....
             
There’s minimal cleaning in a fabric gentle, non-dye stripping, non-toxic dry 
cleaning fluid.

There’s minimal tumbling in a dry cleaning machine.

There’s no pressing by machine.

Aside: At RAVE FabriCARE, we only clean in siloxane dry cleaning fluid. It’s 
dermatologically-friendly and fabric gentle. It leaves your garments odorless and 
soft as butter. And because it’s unregulated at federal, state and local level, we 
can hang dry your bespoke garments without putting those garments through 
the tumbling action of a 30 to 40 minute dry cycle.

By contrast, cleaners who clean in perchlorethylene, synthetic petroleum or 
formaldehyde dibutyl acetal are prohibited by regulation from drying garments 
outside of their dry cleaning machines (in other words, the entire cleaning, 
extract and drying cycle must take place inside a sealed dry cleaning machine, 
typically a 40 to 50 minute tumbling process).
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Here are the process steps associated with each of these two processes:

Process Step Sponge & Hand Press Clean & Hand Press

 
Examining the garment YES YES

 
Removing the dust and soil Partially to Substantially* YES

 
Removing the water-based stains Partially to Substantially* YES

 
Removing the oil-based stains Partially to Substantially* YES

 
Hand iron the garment YES YES

 
Inspecting the garment YES YES

 
Packaging the garment YES YES

* Depends on the nature of the contaminants.
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And here’s a brief summary of each of these process steps:

Examining the garment

Every bespoke garment is carefully examined and photographed, paying particular 
attention to the

• shape and drape, including the curvature of the shoulders, chest, sleeves and 
collar, and the roll of the lapels (three button; three button that rolls to two, often 
called a three-roll-two; three button that rolls to two and a half, often called a 
three roll two and a half; two button, etc.) 

• presence of water-based stains, such as perspiration, soda, juice, wine, beer, and 
similar water-based contaminants. 

• presence of oil-based stains, such as food oils (butter, salad dressing, steak 
sauce, etc.), body oil, creams, lotions, and similar oil-based contaminants. 

• visible defects, including shine; seam, flap and button impressions, moire-like 
press pad impressions; double creases; puckered seams (often called burst 
seams); wrinkled linings; and other other “crimes of fashion”.

Removing the dust and soil

All bespoke garments accumulate some dust and soil merely by virtue of the fact that 
they’ve been worn. This accumulation takes place even if they’ve been gently brushed 
after each wearing. This step is designed to remove that dust and soil.

For a sponge and hand press during the season, we lightly vacuum each bespoke 
garment with a High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filter vacuum equipped with a 
variable speed adaptor set on the lowest setting.
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This vacuum is the very same model favored by museum textile curators to remove 
dust and soil from garments and textiles in their collection that cannot be dry cleaned 
or wet cleaned due to their construction, age, condition or fragility.

For a clean and hand press at the end of the season or as needed, the soils and dust will 
be removed during the dry cleaning process (see “Removing the oil-based stains” below).

Removing the water-based stains

About 90% of all visible stains a dry cleaner encounters are water-based stains: 
perspiration, soda, juice, wine, beer, etc.

To remove water-based stains, we gently “flush” the affected area with a light jet of 
steam and immediately dry the area with a light jet of compressed air.

Even if you were to take your regular “dry clean only” garments to an ordinary cleaner, 
all water-based stains need to be removed in this manner. Before they ever see the 
inside of that cleaner’s dry cleaning machine.

Why? 

Because dry cleaning solvents and fluids only emulsify oil-based stains. They don’t – 
and can’t – remove all water-based stains.

Fact is, you can dry clean a garment with water-based stains as many times as you 
wish. More often than not, the stains won’t “move” with dry cleaning alone.

Unless, of course, the dry cleaner adds or injects moisture into their dry cleaning 
solvent, a common practice amongst ordinary cleaners. And, in my opinion, an 
absolutely reckless undertaking, approaching dry cleaning malpractice. 

Why reckless? 

Because excessive moisture shrinks wools and bleeds water soluble dyes.
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Removing the oil-based stains

About 10% of all visible stains a dry cleaner encounters are oil-based stains: butter, 
salad dressing, steak sauce, body oils, creams and lotions.

Oil-based stains need to be emulsified by a dry cleaning solvent or fluid in order to be 
removed. One of the most important functions of dry cleaning fluid is to emulsify oils 
and fats.

An ordinary cleaner will typically load your garments into a dry cleaning machine, add a 
dry cleaning solvent or fluid (such as perchloroethylene aka perc, synthetic petroleum, 
formaldehyde dibutyl acetal or siloxane), add moisture (if they clean in perc), sizing and 
fragrance, tumble the garments for 10 to 15 minutes, extract and then dry for 30 to 45 
minutes.

That’s “dry cleaning” at it’s most basic.

For a sponge and hand press during the season, your bespoke garments never see the 
inside of our dry cleaning machines. We hand clean all oil based stains using siloxane, 
our fabric gentle, non-dye stripping dry cleaning fluid.

Why siloxane? 

Because siloxane is extremely gentle on your fine garments. So gentle it’s been 
used for decades as a base product in shampoos, antiperspirants, deodorants and 
moisturizing creams. This means you probably drip siloxane into your eyes every time 
you shampoo your hair and you spray or roll it onto the most sensitive parts of your 
skin every time you apply an antiperspirant or deodorant. You even digest siloxane 
when you eat McDonald’s french fries (but that’s a story for another day).
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“For a sponge and hand press during the season,

your bespoke garments never see the inside of  our

dry cleaning machines.”“ For a clean and hand press at the end of the season or as needed, we soak your 
bespoke garments in siloxane dry cleaning fluid for about 5 to 7 minutes. 

Soaking means no tumbling for 40 to 50 minutes in a dry cleaning machine. Siloxane 
means a crystal clear, odorless, dermatologically friendly, chemically inert (non-dye 
stripping) dry cleaning fluid that’s so gentle you can (legally) wash your hands and 
face in it.

Then we extract the dry cleaning fluid for about a minute and dry for about two 
minutes (this step does involve tumbling but your bespoke garments are individually 
contained within special net bags and the tumbling action - measured in RPMs - is 
reduced to the minimum).

Finally, we remove and hang dry.
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“For a clean and hand press at the end of  the season
or as needed, we soak your bespoke garments in siloxane
dry cleaning fluid for about 5 to 7 minutes. There’s no

tumbling for 40 to 50 minutes in a dry cleaning machine.
Then we remove and hang dry.”“ At RAVE FabriCARE, we can hang dry your bespoke garments without putting those 

garments through the tumbling action of a 30 minute dry cycle because our siloxane 
dry	cleaning	fluid	is	unregulated	at	the	federal,	state	and	local	level.

By contrast, cleaners who clean in perchloroethylene, synthetic petroleum or 
formaldehyde dibutyl acetal are prohibited by regulation from drying garments outside 
of their dry cleaning machines. 

In other words, the entire cleaning, extract and drying cycle must take place inside a 
sealed dry cleaning machine, typically a 40 to 50 minute tumbling process.

By the way, you should always clean your fine wool garments - bespoke and non-
bespoke - prior to storing for the summer. A proper professional cleaning is the only 
way to protect your wools from potential damage by moth larvae (time to say goodbye 
to those moth balls, herbal sachets, tupperware-style boxes and cedar rings, blocks, 
chests and closets).

For more information on best practices for cleaning and storing fall and winter 
garments during the spring and summer months, please click here.
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“By the way, you should always clean your fine wool
garments, bespoke or otherwise, prior to storing for

the summer.

A proper professional cleaning is the only way to
protect your wools from potential damage by moth

larvae (time to say goodbye to those moth balls,
herbal sachets, tupperware-style boxes and cedar

rings, blocks, chests and closets).”“
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Hand pressing the garment

Ordinary cleaners love their presses.

Why? 

Because pressing is where cleaners can achieve the greatest productivity. At ordinary 
cleaners, your garments are banged out on a press at a furious rate. Typically, 30 to 40 
pants per hour per presser; 20 to 30 non-pant garments per hour per presser.

Here’s the problem: poor pressing can damage a garment – on	it’s	first	pressing – by 
subjecting that garment to way too much pressure, with way too much steam, for way 
too long, at way too high a temperature. Especially when it comes to fine wools, silks 
and other non-cotton and non-linen fabrics.

And the results? 

Shine; seam, flap and button impressions; moire-like press pad impressions; double 
creases; puckered seams (often called burst or blown seams); wrinkled linings; and 
other “crimes of fashion”.

At RAVE FabriCARE, we delicately finish all your garments. The old fashioned way. By 
hand. Using a hand iron. Both inside and out. No matter how long it might take. Paying 
particular attention to the curvature of the shoulders, chest, sleeves and collar, and to 
the roll of the lapels.

Pressing, as practiced by ordinary cleaners, is such a poor descriptor of the art of 
finishing. Of course, a skilled finisher must know how to apply pressure to achieve a 
smooth finish on a linen or cotton. But a smooth, soft, hand finish, that minimizes the 
possibility of shine, seam, flap or button impressions, and puckered seams, best defines 
the finest professional finishing.

If you’re looking for validation of this point of view, just broach the subject of “pressing 
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 “Pressing, as practiced by ordinary cleaners, is such a

poor descriptor of  the art of  finishing. Of  course, a

skilled finisher must know how to apply pressure to

achieve a smooth finish on a linen or cotton. But a

smooth, soft, hand finish, that minimizes the possibility

of  shine, seam, flap or button impressions, and puckered

seams, best defines the finest professional finishing.

If  you’re looking for validation of  this point of  view,

just broach the subject of  “pressing by a dry cleaner”

with any bespoke tailor and watch their blood pressure

rise. And make sure you bring along a portable

defibrillator. Your tailor may need it.”
“

by a dry cleaner” with any bespoke tailor and watch their blood pressure rise. And make 
sure you bring along a portable defibrillator. Your tailor may need it.
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Inspecting the garment

Ever get the feeling that your cleaner doesn’t inspect your garments carefully?

I’ve got news for you. You’re probably right. Very few cleaners thoroughly inspect every 
garment. From top to bottom. From inside to outside.

You see, careful, thorough inspection takes a full-time commitment. And, if the cleaner 
has any quality standards, an uncompromising position on every aspect of the process. 
Including stain removal, cleaning, finishing and repairs (buttons, clasps, seams, hems, 
zippers, etc.).

The problem is that many ordinary cleaners claim that they inspect each and every 
garment. They even use the term “hand inspect”, implying that their inspections are 
careful and thorough. Yet, these same cleaners typically assign the inspection task to 
the first available customer service representative with some free time on their hands.

A bigger problem is that the “inspector” is very often also the garment bagger who is 
also a customer service representative with a little time on her hands. The bagger’s 
primary focus is on getting your garments into a bag and onto the conveyor or onto 
the delivery rack, and simply doesn’t have the time to carefully and thoroughly inspect 
each and every garment. From top to bottom. From inside to outside.

And even if they did find something obvious on a garment – a stain or wrinkle on a 
garment; rippled collar on a blazer or sport coat; a missing or loose button; a hanging or 
loose hem; a broken zipper; etc. – what would they do?

Return it for re-cleaning, refinishing, replacement or repair?

Highly unlikely!
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After all, why bother with a careful, thorough inspection when the entire modus 
operandi of the ordinary cleaner is geared to getting your garments into a machine, 
onto a press, and into a bag. ASAP. They’re in by 11:00 and out by 5:00; or picked up on 
day 1 and delivered on day 3.

At ordinary cleaners, careful, thorough inspections just get in the way of their 
“production system”.

“The problem is that many ordinary cleaners claim that

they inspect each and every garment. They even use the

term “hand inspect”, implying that their inspections are

careful and thorough. Yet, these same cleaners typically

assign the inspection task to the first available customer

service representative with some free time on their hands.”“ Packaging the garment

Quality craftsmanship can be quickly destroyed by poor packaging.

You can take it as a given that if your cleaner isn’t focusing on quality packaging, 
they’re not focusing on quality cleaning, quality finishing and quality inspecting either. 
After all, why would they invest in extraordinary cleaning, finishing and inspecting if 
they knew that all that investment will be quickly destroyed by poor packaging?
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And what should you look for? Packaging materials that’s technically aligned with and 
supportive of your fine garments:

• Coat, sport coat, jacket and blazer hangers
Hangers that are molded plastic, contoured (supports the overall drape of the 
coat, sport coat, jacket or blazer and the contour of the neck), and broad in the 
shoulders (supports the drape of the shoulder and the sleeve).

• Clip hangers
Hangers that are molded plastic, straight, with one inch wide rubber backed 
plastic clips (half inch metal clips leave lasting impressions).

• Tissue
Tissue that is white, soft (provides gentler cushioning), acid free (won’t off-gas 
acids over time that might yellow your white and cream garments), and non-
printed (no possibility of the ink rubbing off or bleeding onto your garment).

• Poly
Poly that is crystal clear, at least 0.85 mil thick (improved protection for the 
garment) and extra wide (no possibility of crushing the sides of your garment).

• Coat, sport coat, jacket, blazer, dress and gown storage bags
Storage bags that are made from cotton or polypropylene fibers (allows the 
garment to breathe) and chemically inert plastic (your garment won’t yellow 
from off-gassing acids in the plastic).

In recent years, many ordinary cleaners have “upgraded” their packaging – everything 
from logo-printed tissue paper and tinted poly to wishbone-shaped wood and chrome 
hangers – in an attempt to convince their customers that the quality of their cleaning 
has been similarly upgraded.
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At RAVE FabriCARE, we believe that excellent packaging can and does enhance and 
protect garments that have been cleaned and finished to perfection. We also believe 
that upgraded packaging on ordinary cleaning will be quickly seen for what it is – 
an attempt to pass off bang and hang cleaning or ordinary cleaning as true quality 
cleaning.

There’s an old saying in the dry cleaning business that, no matter how you cut it, 
cafeteria food served on fine china is still just that – cafeteria food.

Or as I like to say: fish and chips in a caviar wrapping.

“I believe that excellent packaging can and does

enhance and protect garments that have been cleaned

and finished to perfection. I also believe that upgraded

packaging on ordinary cleaning will be quickly seen for

what it is – an attempt to pass off  bang and hang cleaning

or ordinary cleaning as true quality cleaning.

        

There’s an old saying in the dry cleaning business that,

no matter how you cut it, cafeteria food served on fine

china is still just that – cafeteria food. Or as I like to say:

fish and chips in a caviar wrapping.”“
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DESIGNER, HIGH FASHION,
SPECIALTY & COUTURE GARMENTS
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Extraordinary garments demand extraordinary care.

The core business of a true quality cleaner is caring for designer, high fashion, specialty 
and couture garments and gowns.

Over the years, this focus on designer, high fashion, specialty and couture garments 
and gowns has exposed true quality cleaners to many unusual and wonderful garments 
and gowns with trim and embellishments. This exposure, in turn, has allowed true 
quality cleaners to become highly skilled in cleaning and finishing these garments and 
gowns – garments and gowns that would be routinely rejected as “uncleanable” or 
“extremely risky” by the vast majority of ordinary cleaners.

A true quality cleaner should be able to expertly, safely and effectively clean almost 
any garment or gown with trim and embellishments. Whether it’s beads, sequins or 
rhinestones; plastic, vinyl or rubber; paint, glitter or silkscreen; appliques or embroidery; 
feathers; suede, leather or fur. Or a St. John Knit blazer heavily embellished with 
pailettes and/or rhinestones.

Designer, high fashion and specialty garments and gowns really give true quality 
cleaners the opportunity to excel.

When it comes to couture garments, their skilled couture specialists excel in 
their understanding of exquisite fabrics, unusual textures, and special trims and 
embellishments. And in their knowledge of the art of design and the craftsmanship of 
construction.
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From intricate beaded and sequined gowns to one-of-a-kind handmade garments, 
from modern to vintage, the delicate nature of these pieces dictates the utmost 
scrutiny, respect, care and attention to detail.

Specifically, a true quality cleaner’s couture specialists will:

• Inspect each garment as it arrives – inside and out – paying particular 
attention to the fabric fibers, fabric textures, fabric finishes, dyes, trim and 
embellishments, and construction. 

• Determine the best and most appropriate cleaning techniques, processes and 
solutions. 

• Design individualized cleaning processes for garments with metallic thread, resin 
finishes and unstable dyes. 

• Remove fragile buttons, trim, embellishments and ornaments  prior to cleaning, 
and reattach them prior to finishing the piece. 

• Perform minor repairs before the actual cleaning process begins, and again 
should it be necessary during the final inspection process. 

• Hand finish every garment. Delicately  Both inside and out. The old fashioned 
way. Using a hand iron. With an appreciation of the nuances and subtleties of 
the couturier’s sensibilities. 

• Inspect every garment carefully and thoroughly  From top to bottom. From inside 
to outside. 

• Package every garment individually and elegantly to ensure that they are 
protected during transportation and short-term storage.

From Chanel and Givenchy to Oscar de la Renta and Giambattista Valli, you can trust 
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a true quality cleaner with all your couture garments.

A caveat is in order here....

There are some ordinary cleaners who claim to be couture cleaning specialists or some 
variation of that term. A google search will probably reveal that the overwhelming 
majority of these cleaners are no more than ordinary cleaners with a rather inflated 
view of their own capabilities. Fact is, many will do and say almost anything to 
generate a little extra revenue.

The best way to find a true couture specialist in your area is to call a high end store 
such as a Neiman Marcus, Saks Fifth Avenue, Escada, Gucci, Prada and the like and 
ask the store manager for the name of the cleaner they would choose to clean a 
$5,000 or $10,000 couture dress with a major red wine spill.

Do that and you’ve probably found a true couture specialist!

“The best way to find a true couture specialist in your area is

to call a high end store such as a Neiman Marcus, Saks Fifth

Avenue, Escada, Gucci, Prada and the like and ask the store

manager for the name of  the cleaner they would choose to

clean a $5,000 or $10,000 couture dress with a major red wine spill.

          

Do that and you’ve probably found a true couture specialist!”“
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FINAL THOUGHTS
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Here’s the takeaway from this ebook: True quality cleaning is all about process, 
craftsmanship and time.

It’s about what dry cleaners do.

It’s about how they do it.  

It’s about the time they take to do it.

And, even more importantly, it’s about what they don’t do.

Process, craftsmanship and time is what separates the work of skilled technicians 
from the work of relatively unskilled machine operators.

Truth is, true quality cleaning cannot be crafted at a low or moderate price; ordinary 
cleaning can be machine processed quite cheaply.

True quality cleaning takes time; ordinary cleaning can be pumped out in 1 to 3 days.

True quality cleaning will leave your fine garments looking, feeling and smelling great 
and lasting much longer; ordinary cleaning will literally destroy your fine garments in 
next to no time.
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So when your trusted tailor advises you to limit the dry cleaning of your fine garments, 
he’s not necessarily saying never dry clean or only dry clean once or twice a year. For 
the most part, he’s just trying to protect your fine garments from the abuse that’s 
dished out on a daily basis by well-intentioned but relatively unskilled cleaners.

The websites, brochures and newsletters of many cleaners – especially those wannabe 
cleaners that claim to be “high-end” or are striving to project themselves as “high end” 
in order to capture the price differential between ordinary cleaning and extraordinary 
cleaning – chronicle fanciful, often dubious descriptions of their processes and 
craftsmanship. They trumpet their “attention to detail”, “pursuit of perfection”, 
“devotion to the exceptional” and “delivery of the exquisite”.

Yet, they only charge $10 or $15 and maybe even $20 or $25 for a 2 piece suit that’s 
turned around in one day or even the same day, or picked up on day 1 and delivered on 
day 3.

I just have one question: if you’re that good, how can you possibly be so cheap and so 
fast? How can you possibly deliver the processes and craftsmanship that you allegedly 
incorporate into your product at that price and in that timeframe? And still remain in 
business?

Is it your mission to render a charitable service to society at large or to subsidize your 
customers’ garment care regimens?

Or is the simple truth that no one will pay a premium for your self-styled couture care 
craftsmanship?

On the other hand, if you know the secret formula, let me suggest that you might want 
to consider a new, more lucrative and intellectually satisfying profession: management 
consulting.

The Four Seasons and The Ritz Carlton would pay dearly to learn how to deliver their 
rooms at a Sheraton’s price while maintaining their existing quality standards; Morton’s 
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and Ruth’s Chris would be delighted to learn how to deliver their steaks at a Denny’s 
price while maintaining their existing quality standards; and BMW and Mercedes would 
be fascinated to learn how to deliver their vehicles at a Kia price while maintaining 
their existing quality standards.

Luckily, you don’t have to settle for ordinary: for a shirt that’s laundered in hot water 
and machine pressed, for a suit that’s cleaned in aggressive solvents and machine 
pressed, for garment care that’s merely good enough.

With a good eye, an inquisitive mind and a little practice, it’s quite easy to separate 
true quality cleaning from ordinary, bang and hang cleaning and to differentiate, not 
between good and bad, but between better and best.

Hopefully, this ebook has provided you with some ammunition to do just that.

So learn about the process. Challenge your cleaner. Ask the probing questions. Insist on 
straight, jargon-free answers. And then invest some time assessing the truthfulness of 
those responses.

Your image and your fine garments will love you for that.
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“With a good eye, an inquisitive mind and a little

practice, it’s quite easy to separate true quality

cleaning from ordinary, bang and hang cleaning

and to differentiate, not between good and bad,

but between better and best.

 

Hopefully, this ebook has provided you with some

ammunition to do just that.

So learn about the process. Challenge your cleaner.

Ask the probing questions. Insist on straight, jargon-free

answers. And then invest some time assessing the

truthfulness of  those responses.

Your image and your fine garments will love you for that.”

“
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WHAT DO YOU DO NEXT?
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Thank you for reading.

Share this ebook

Please feel free to share this ebook with whoever you believe might be interested. Such 
as your bespoke tailor, custom shirt maker, professional clothier, personal shopper, 
friend, relative or business associate. Even your dry cleaner.

EMAIL TWITTER FACEBOOK

GOOGLE+ LINKEDIN   PINTEREST

Comment on this ebook

I welcome your feedback on this ebook.

On the other hand, if you operate a dry cleaner and you believe that the information 
contained in this ebook will “destroy the dry cleaning industry as you know it” (and, yes, 
I have received that comment), let me be blunt: No one’s forcing you to change the way 
you currently do things. So hold the vitriol and the name calling. I’m just not interested 
in your sensitivities.

Email me at comments@ravefabricare.com
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Review this ebook

I welcome your review this ebook – positive or negative – on your blog or on your 
favorite fashion/style blog or forum.

If you do review this ebook, please provide proper attribution to Stu Bloom and RAVE 
FabriCARE (accompanied by a link back to www.ravefabricare.com). Also, please let me 
know of your review by emailing me at stu@ravefabricare.com (accompanied by a link 
to your review, if possible).

Many thanks.
 

Ask a question

Now that you’ve read this ebook, you might have questions pertaining to one or more 
of your own garments. If so, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Email me at questions@ravefabricare.com

Subscribe to our quarterly newsletter

Sign up for our quarterly RAVE Review ® newsletter to learn more about the ideas that 
form the basis for this ebook.

Amongst other things, you’ll get tips, ideas and information you can use. And special 
offers only available to subscribers to our newsletter.

It’s free. No spam. We promise. Unsubscribe whenever you wish.

Subscribe to our newsletter
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Follow my blog

Follow my blog, True Quality Cleaning, for straight talk about garment, shirt and 
accessory care from experts who calls it like it is. In plain English.

And the best way to keep up with my blog is to subscribe to receive my blog posts via 
email. I typically post once or twice a week.

Subscribe to my blog

 
Book the author

I’m available to speak to groups about fine garment care. Sometimes they listen.

To book me to speak about garment care in general or about any specific garment 
or shirt care subject in particular, please call me toll free at 1.844.RAVEFABRICARE 
(1.844.728.3322) or contact me by email.

Email me at speaking@ravefabricare.com

Interview the author

To interview me about garment, shirt and/or accessory care, please call me toll free at 
1.844.RAVEFABRICARE (1.844.728.3322) or contact me by email.

Email me at media@ravefabricare.com

You’ll find many sample interview questions in our RAVE FabriCARE Media Kit PDF.

To download our Media Kit, please click here.
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Request a guest post

If you are associated with any fashion or style blog or website and you believe that any 
subject covered in this ebook might appeal to your audience, please contact me. I’ll 
consider any proposal to contribute to your blog or website.

While I can’t guarantee a contribution on every occasion, I’ll seriously evaluate all 
requests. You loose nothing by asking.

Email me at guestposts@ravefabricare.com

Born on date

This ebook was created on January 1, 2016 and is based on the best information at 
that time.
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ABOUT
STU BLOOM & RAVE FabriCARE
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About Stu Bloom

Stu Bloom is Founder and President of RAVE FabriCARE (www.ravefabricare.com), a full 
service fabricare specialist based in Scottsdale, Arizona.

Stu is the driving force behind RAVE FabriCARE, a company that specializes in caring 
for bespoke, made-to-measure, designer, high fashion, specialty, vintage and couture 
garments and gowns, household textiles (such as fine bed and table linens, draperies, 
sofa and cushion covers, comforters, bedspreads, blankets and quilts), and accessories 
(such as handbags, purses, wallets, backpacks, shoes and boots).

Over the years, Stu has developed a following amongst some of the world’s foremost 
bespoke tailors and shirt makers, amongst bloggers who opine on classic styling and 
fine tailoring as well as fine garment, shirt and accessory care, and amongst members 
of various forums that cater to individuals who are passionate about fine garments, 
shirts and accessories.

Stu is the editor of and a contributor to the RAVE FabriCARE blog, True Quality 
Cleaning, a blog that addresses an array of issues related to fine garment, shirt and 
accessory care.

He is also the author of various ebooks on those subjects, all of which are available as 
a free download, without email registration, from www.ravefabricare.com/freestuff

For a more complete biography, see www.expertfile.com/stu.bloom
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About RAVE FabriCARE

RAVE FabriCARE delivers extraordinary care by combining outstanding technical 
knowledge, obsessive attention to detail, unmatched stain removal skills, exceptionally 
gentle cleaning processes and old-fashioned hand ironing craftsmanship with the 
most advanced equipment available today.

RAVE FabriCARE serves the needs of clients locally through their in-store service and 
local pick up and delivery service and throughout the USA and Canada through their 
Nationwide Clean By Mail service.

RAVE FabriCARE is the only dry cleaner in Arizona and one of the very few dry 
cleaners in the USA recognized as one of the nation’s premier dry cleaners by non-
compensated, independent, authoritative third parties.

We earned those endorsements from bespoke tailors, bespoke shirt makers and 
bloggers who opine on classic garments by serving these clients and delivering, on a 
consistent basis, extraordinary care for their personal garments, household textiles and 
accessories.

At RAVE FabriCARE, we don’t pay for these endorsements. And, unlike other cleaners, 
we don’t buy our “awards”.

That’s right, a payment of approximately $500 per month to a marketing organization 
masquerading as a standards organization will buy you the right to claim that you 
were “voted” or “selected” as “one of America’s best cleaners” for (fill in a number) 
years running, or as “one of America’s finest cleaners” for (fill in a number) years 
running, or as “one of America’s (fill in a description) cleaners” for (fill in a number) 
years running.

Membership is available to almost any dry cleaner able to project a little service lobby 
and garment packaging glitz and willing to write a monthly check – irrespective of the 
quality and consistency of product they deliver.
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These “awards” are very similar to those advertisements you see in airline magazines 
proclaiming those listed in the advertisement as “America’s Best Doctors”, “America’s 
Best Lasik Surgeons”, “America’s Best Steak Houses”, “America’s Best Seafood 
Restaurants”, “America’s Best Bed & Breakfasts” or “America’s Best Boutique Hotels”.

And, if you don’t believe that these organizations are primarily marketing 
organizations, pay close attention to the composition of their membership – mostly 
ordinary cleaners and wannabe cleaners who offer relatively cheap prices and quick 
turnaround, and who are looking for a competitive crutch to differentiate themselves 
from their local competition.

On the other hand, if you’re looking for a cleaner that has a stronger focus on quality 
garment care, consider a cleaner that’s a member of Leading Cleaners Internationale.

LCI is the only organization that thoroughly investigates the qualifications and 
standards of applicants through on-site interviews and inspections. Fact is, the 
application, interview and inspection process is so rigorous and intimidating that very 
few of the applicants who apply for membership and, when they do apply, very few are 
actually invited to join the organization.
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DISCLAIMERS
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We believe that most readers of this ebook are likely to be rational, reasonable and 
responsible individuals. However, after 25 years in the garment care business, I know 
that there will always be those – probably no more than a handful of readers – who will 
look to assign blame to someone else:

“I read your ebook and followed your advice to exercise caution when dealing with 
ordinary, bang and hang cleaners. So I hand washed my favorite Prada silk blouse 
myself. And look what happened. The dyes bled and now the blouse is ruined. It’s your 
fault and you’re going to pay!”

“I dropped off my WW Chan fully canvassed linen suit jacket at a local dry cleaner 
and told him to read your comments on caring for bespoke garments before he 
commenced any work. Now the chest has puckered, the lapels are creased and flat, 
and all the seams have burst. It’s your fault and you’re going to pay.”

“I shipped my Oscar de la Renta silk formal dress to you for cleaning. You probably 
remember the one – the one with the 10 year old red wine stains all over the front. And 
when I got it back I was shocked. Shocked. It’s not as perfect as it should be. There’s 
still a small speck of red wine on the underside of the hem that you could not remove. 
It’s your fault and you’re going to pay!”

So, for those who are litigiously inclined, our legal advisor has insisted – despite our 
vigorous protestations to the contrary – that we add a few disclaimers to this ebook.

So here it goes...
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This ebook is written, published and distributed on an “as is” basis without warranties 
of any kind, either express or implied.

This ebook is designed to provide you with information you might find useful in 
guiding your thinking and consequent actions on the best approach to keeping your 
fine garments looking, feeling and smelling great – over the long term. Every effort 
has been made to ensure that the information contained in this ebook is accurate, 
current and reliable. Nonetheless, only you and you alone, can assess the information 
contained in this ebook and relate that information to your own experiences, 
objectives, financial resources and other circumstances. When in doubt, seek the 
advise of a trusted garment care professional.

Please note that all direct and indirect links to any third party website or web blog 
contained in this ebook are provided for your convenience only. The author and/or 
RAVE FabriCARE cannot and do not warrant the accuracy, currency or reliability of 
any information contained in any third party website or web blog, and no third party 
websites or web blogs identified in this ebook should be viewed as having been 
endorsed by the author and/or RAVE FabriCARE. Accordingly, the author and/or RAVE 
FabriCARE will not be liable to you or any other party for any direct or indirect loss of 
investment, income, profit, business contract or goodwill as a result of your reliance on 
the information contained in any third party website or web blog to which this ebook 
links, directly or indirectly.

And, finally, no ebook disclaimer would ever be complete without including the 
following clause: The author and/or RAVE FabriCARE make no warranties that this 
ebook or any third party website or web blog to which this ebook directly or indirectly 
links is free of computer viruses or other contamination.
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Many of the photographic images appearing in this ebook have been provided by:

The Armoury, Artisanal Clothiers, NYC, US
www.thearmoury.com

Permanent Style, Menswear Blog, London, UK
www.permanentstyle.uk.co


